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Abstract 
How can Iceland reconceive its tourism industry in a 

more sustainable way after the Covid-19 pandemic? 

Sædís Bjarnadóttir 

 

 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic which is still ongoing at the time of 

writing has had significant impacts on the tourism industry 

globally. This situation may offer a chance to improve the sector 

regarding sustainability. Therefore, this thesis has researched the 

impacts that the pandemic has had on the tourism industry in 

Iceland with regards to the opportunity to make it more 

sustainable. 

Qualitative results from an open-ended questionnaire sent to 

stakeholders of companies in the tourism industry in Iceland were 

analyzed and compared to secondary data gathered from reliable 

databases in the industry. The study shows that there is an 

opportunity to improve the tourism industry in Iceland, but that 

lack of incentive from the government is problematic in 

stakeholders opinions. The future of tourism in Iceland post-

Covid-19 depends on how the pandemic undfolds and the demand 

for tourism after it.  
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1. Introduction 
 

In these volatile times of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, it is very challenging to predict 

how the world will evolve in its wake. However, nothing else, the pandemic has taught us 

one important lesson: that the behavior of the earth‘s inhabitants can change dramatically 

overnight. The value of this lesson depends on the strenght of measures taken in the near 

future.  

One important area where the lesson of behavioral change may be put to good use is in the 

tourism industry. Due to the virus, global tourism has come to a standstill following strict 

measures of health safety actions. As a result, borders closed, air traffic almost stopped, and 

operations in tourism more or less shut down (Gössling et al., 2021).  

Modern tourism in its current state poses certain risks to human health and the health of 

the planet. Modern tourism allowed the pandemic to spread around the world. Moreover, 

pandemics are predicted with higher frequency in the 21st century due to the growing 

population, rapid development of transportation systems as well as climate change that 

tourism has contributed to (Gössling et al., 2021; Outbreaks Readiness and Business 

Impacts, 2019; Pongsiri et al., 2009; Sigala, 2020). 

In 2020, travel worldwide decreased by 74% compared to 2019, which corresponded to an 

economic loss in export earnings of 1,300 billion US dollars, eleven times the economic 

damage caused by the financial collapse in 2008. This loss sheds light on the economic 

importance of tourism (“UNWTO World Tourism Barometer and Statistical Annex, January 

2021,” 2021). During the recession, many wondered about the future of tourism and 

whether the situation presented an opportunity to move away from the profit and growth 

policy of the tourism industry which mainly serves few at the expense of the majority 

(Gössling et al., 2021). 

It has been a great challenge to bring tourism into the ideology of sustainable development 

in recent decades. For example, tourism can have a wide-ranging environmental impact on 

air transport and mass tourism (Eslami et al., 2019) and has had significant adverse effects 

on communities' ecological and social aspects (Bjarnadóttir et al., 2016). Therefore, it can be 

argued that tourism and sustainable development do not necessarily go hand in hand. 

However, opportunities in the Covid-19 pandemic have been raised to promote sustainable 
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tourism where companies in the industry can reset themselves and prevent going back to 

old habits before the pandemic (Gössling et al., 2021; Nepal, 2020).  

Furthermore, using this time as an opportunity to build resilience to deal with inevitable 

future crisis by experience gained from the pandemic (Anderson, 2006; Gössling et al., 

2021). On the other hand, there is a particular risk that the emphasis of companies in the 

tourism industry will have a rapid growth after the pandemic to offset the economic losses 

that the pandemic caused (Gössling et al., 2021; Kontogeorgopoulos, 1999).  

 

I chose Iceland to research because I am a resident and currently located there after my 

move from Gotland. My original ideas for thesis topics were more related to health issues in 

tourism, especially nature-based tourism activities. The increase in accessibility in travel and 

that norm that no place was really out of range to travel makes me think if it connected to 

health-related topics' rates. Covid-19 put some breaks on that because it is still a current in 

our lives and has stayed longer and made a more significant impact than I first anticipated. It 

is happening everywhere and still has many uncertainties, and its long-term effects are yet 

to be seen. It took me a while to figure out my topic. In February 2021, I finally concluded 

researching the impacts it has had on Icelandic Tourism and the possible future for it post-

Covid-19. The research questionnaire aimed to gain a more profound and greater 

understanding of how the Covid-19 pandemic impacted tourism companies in Iceland to see 

if and how sustainability appears in tourism operations before and after the pandemic.  

 

This research will therefore aim to answer the research question „How can Iceland 

reconceive its tourism industry in a more sustainable way after the Covid-19 pandemic?“ 

through investigating three sub-questions (1) How did Covid-19 impact the tourism industry 

in Iceland? (2) Is Covid-19 an opportunity to re-think and evaluate tourism in Iceland? (3) 

What could the future look like of tourism in Iceland, and will it be more sustainable?  
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1.1 Purpose and Objectives  
 
A massive influx of tourists has become a significant management problem for numerous 

destinations. Furthermore, while sustainable tourism has been a popular theme in tourism 

research and practice in past years, it lacks including mass tourism in its approaches even 

though it has been the cornerstone of the tourism industry (Xu et al., 2016). Thus, there is a 

need for sustainable solutions in all tourism and finding a way for mass tourism to co-exist 

with sustainable tourism practices is a current challenge globally. To do so, one must first 

become familiar with paths to sustainable mass tourism convergence.  

This study aims to investigate the effects that the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak has had on 

the tourism industry in Iceland and to explore how the industry can recover in a more 

sustainable setting. The impacts of Covid-19 can not be directly measured because it is not a 

defined variable. Therefore, it will be measured by looking at changes in the tourism 

industry from before the pandemic and after it has ended. Changes in sustainability and 

mindsets towards tourism will be the focus, but other factors will be mentioned. The three 

pillars need to be looked at to measure sustainability performance: environment, social, and 

economic.  

 

Objectives  

• To understand how the Covid-19 pandemic has impacted tourism in Iceland. 

• To analyze the current situation in Iceland after over a year of fighting the 

pandemic. 

• To identify past experiences and development of mass tourism in Iceland.  

• To identify how the tourism industry can recover from the pandemic in a more 

sustainable setting. 

• To predict future scenarios post-Covid-19. 
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1.2 Importance of Study 
 
Despite the increasing attention to sustainable tourism, various studies reveal that there is 

still much to understand in this area thoroughly. 

Progress still needs to be made to achieve the goals of sustainable development. It is 

because sustainability is a vital aspect of the process that should be considered when 

developing tourism. 

The development of sustainable tourism has been a concern in the scientific literature. 

However, most of the studies on this subject are focused on specific tourist practices or case 

studies. The application of the sustainable tourism philosophy to tourism is an area that 

requires more attention. It includes the search for tourism planning and management and 

the cross-compartmentalization of sustainable tourism activities. (Rodríguez et al., 2019). 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic has had massive impacts on all industries, especially the tourism 

industry. This study contributes to research in the fields of sustainable development and 

tourism. Reflections on sustainable development are not in short supply and are constantly 

improving in terms of changes in our environment. Unfortunately, the literature hardly talks 

about tourism despite its importance in creating a feasible version of sustainable tourism 

(Weaver et al., 1999). A lack of research contributes to sustainable mass tourism and 

destinations that gravitate towards mass tourism. As the world continues to globalize, the 

tourism industry does as well, and with that, it has also opened up the industry for a more 

comprehensive set of global risks, which can be very complex and chaotic (Pennington-Gray, 

2018). This globalization needs further research regarding a crisis that affects all as the 

Covid-19 pandemic has done. Crises and tourism destinations both act as complex systems 

with multiple interdependent factors and have, in many cases, a nonlinear relationship. 

Tourism has many underlying forces that make it a very dynamic system. Developments in 

transportation and technology, fast-changing consumer behavior are among those forces 

that have influenced the industry. Approaching tourism with a destination management 
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framework seems to be a practical approach to understanding a destination's development 

and the role of decision-makers in the sector (Baggio, 2008). More than ever, a destination 

management approach is needed in Iceland to plan for the future post-Covid-19 sustainable 

development of tourism (Ferðamálastofa, n.d.-b). Sustainability has very little meaning 

unless it is based on well-thought-out indicators that are monitored and evaluated. Without 

such indicators, we have only a limited picture of whether we are on the right path or the 

wrong one (Efla, 2018).  

There is a gap between what the government in Iceland thinks is needed for sustainable 

development in the tourism industry and what stakeholders in tourism companies want to 

be done and can do. This thesis provides research literature and practice implications for 

stakeholders in the tourism industry in Iceland. It can also provide knowledge on the 

importance of sustainable operations in this ever-changing world.  

 

1.3 Outline  
 
Following the introduction, which describes the topic of the study, the research question, 

and the purpose and objectives of the research, comes the first part, which includes a 

theoretical overview that consists of a) concepts and definitions and b) a literature review. 

The following section gives an overview of Iceland, the development in the tourism industry, 

and the impacts Covid-19 had in Iceland, followed by a methodology section. Next, the 

research methods section introduces the study area, data collection, and the assessments 

developed for this thesis. This section is followed by results, discussions on the findings of 

this research, conclusion, and further research.  
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2. Literature Review 
 
The first part of the thesis is a theoretical discussion of the issue that relates to the subject, 

which is sustainability in mass tourism. The objective of the thesis is to explain the concept 

of sustainable tourism and analyze its role in the Icelandic tourism industry today. The main 

aim is to provide insight into how the Covid-19 pandemic impacted tourism in Iceland and if 

sustainability plays a part when recovering from the pandemic.   

 

2.1 Sustainable Tourism  
 
Sustainability is an essential topic in the academic tourism literature, but these analyses are 

largely hypothetical rather than functional (Singh, 2012). 

Since the World Conservation Strategy and the Brundtland Report popularized the concept 

of sustainability, it has been a decisive rhetorical success in the tourism industry. The 

Brundtland Report called for an intergenerational referential definition of ´Sustainable 

Development´ that keeps on getting universal popularity even though it lacks operational 

clarity (i.e., tourism growth that meets the needs of the present without jeopardizing future 

generations' ability to meet their own needs) (Weaver, 2012). 

 

As mentioned, the concept of sustainable tourism came up from sustainable development 

ideas calling for changed human behavior in utilizing the earth‘s resources. Sustainable 

tourism considers the nature, cultural, and social values in each area. They are adequately 

maintained when used in the name of tourism, not to exceed a destination's tolerance 

limits. That includes, e.g., protecting biological and geological diversity, destinations cultural 

heritage, respecting the identities, traditions, and lifestyles of inhabitants in different areas.  

The term also implies that tourists satisfaction is maintained and that market needs are met. 

This term assumes that there is a willingness to pay for sustainability (Mihalic, 2016).  

The increasing number of studies conducted on sustainable tourism has led to more applied 

and empirical research. While the topics such as climate change remained relevant, new 

aspects such as social, environmental, and economic factors emerged (Ruhanen et al., 

2015). 
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Most of the literature on sustainable tourism focused on one aspect of the industry, which is 

usually not considered in the research paradigm. This aspect of the industry is regarded as a 

sensitive area and lacks a human focus (Sánchez-Cañizares et al., 2018).  

The relationship between tourism and employment is another crucial aspect of the 

sustainable tourism approach. This concept has become a requirement for businesses to be 

competitive (Rodríguez et al., 2019). To gain a competitive advantage, tourist companies 

often evolve along with the destinations. This process is becoming increasingly important as 

it affects the development of the whole territory. The ability of tourist companies to 

evaluate and respond to the external environment is essential for their development. 

Companies can use this capability to create a more sustainable development (Valeri, 2015). 

 

It is challenging to give one exact definition of Sustainable Tourism because of its complex 

objectives and that the concept contains opposing angles. Some have also defined 

sustainable tourism as it developed in such a shape that it can be maintained indefinitely 

(Jovicic, 2014). 

A sustainable tourism destination must establish and monitor a comprehensive framework 

for achieving its goals. It should also identify and monitor all the relevant indicators and 

measures. As with sustainable development, goals for sustainable tourism are influenced by 

political and ideological considerations. Establishing a consensus on these goals can be 

challenging since different sectors, and regions often influence them. The problems with 

long-term planning are that it is discouraged by the constraints of short-term budget 

allocations and a politically defined spatial planning unit that cannot consider the effects of 

tourism on the environment (Weaver et al., 1999). 

 

There are indications that the emphasis on sustainable tourism has diminished during the 

Covid-19 pandemic. Instead, stakeholders have focused their money and energy more on 

keeping the economy going and keeping their companies afloat, and sustainable 

development issues have been put on hold (Zenker & Kock, 2020). 
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2.2 Overtourism  
 
The term "overtourism" has become increasingly common in media and academic 

discussions about the long-term viability of popular tourist destinations and their ability to 

handle additional growth (Sæþórsdóttir et al., 2020). However, overtourism is not really 

about the number of visitors; it is about the number of visitors who arrive at a single 

location (Simmons, n.d.). In addition, overtourism is used in literature to describe the 

tensions between the tourism industry and the people living in destination communities 

(Sæþórsdóttir et al., 2020). 

 
Tourist areas and destinations can be characterized as dynamic, meaning that they are 

constantly evolving and changing over time. Many factors are in play, but one of them is 

visitors' preferences and needs. The gradual deterioration and evolution of the initial 

natural and cultural attractions that were the main reason for the destination's popularity 

can also play a significant role in this dynamic (Butler, 2008).  

The concept of crowding has been a recurring theme in tourism research since the 1970s. It 

is widely regarded as the main reason tourism development reaches a specific tolerance 

limit (Canavan, 2014, p. 128). Overtourism refers to the excessive growth of visitors that has 

detrimental effects on the well-being of residents. This concept is often used to describe 

areas where the influx of visitors has led to overcrowding. The debate on over-tourism is not 

limited to the examples of conflicts between tourists and locals. Trust in the government, 

and the people’s confidence in the development of tourism are essential factors that affect 

the perception of benefits and cost (Nunkoo & Ramkissoon, 2012, p. 1002). 

 

 

2.3 Carrying capacity 
 
For each tourism destination, the carrying capacity is different, and therefore no universal 

guideline exists that fits all when determining the environmental limits of a place. The limits 

are multiple for each destination and depend on specific aspects the area holds, for 

example, ecological and social characteristics. Carrying capacity has been seen as a tool to 

measure the upper limits of tourism resources, and in the context of overtourism, the social 
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and psychological factors have great value. Putting these upper limits can show when 

tourism crowding has reached its tipping point (Burdett, 2018). 

Overtourism refers to the acceleration and development of tourism supply and demand, the 

use of tourism destinations' natural ecological goods, the depletion of their cultural 

attractions, and detrimental effects on their social and economic environments, among 

other things (Mihalic, 2020).  

 

2.4 Butler‘s life cycle 
 
Butler‘s (1980) tourism life cycle model (see Figure 1) is one of the first models that describe 

how the increasing number of visitors changes residents' attitudes. The concept of the 

model shows how a tourist destination develops as the number of visitors increase. It also 

describes how the increasing number of visitors can affect the resident‘s attitudes toward 

them. The first stage of the life cycle is called exploration, which refers to developing a 

tourist destination. After the initial influx of visitors, Butler found that the residents would 

start providing services and facilities to accommodate the visitors. This interaction between 

locals and visitors will decrease as the tourism industry grows or, as Butler calls it, the 

development stage. At that time, the number of tourists had reached or exceeded the 

population at the destination. When the number of tourists starts to decrease, then the 

consolidation stage is entered. The development of local attitudes and behavior is a critical 

phase in tourism growth, as it can trigger negative attitudes and behavior in the long run. 

The future direction of a destination‘s life cycle depends on its adaptive strategies and its 

resilient nature, according to Butler (1980).  
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Figure 1. Butler's Life Cycle. Sourced from (Butler, 1980, p.7) 

 

 

2.5 Sustainable indicators  

Based on the three pillars concept, a sustainable indicator gives an overview of the tourist‘s 

primary interfaces with the environment, the economy, society, and infrastructure (Efla, 

2018). It can be helpful to use these indicators in monitoring changes in system 

characteristics and can help to track the progress toward a specific goal (Crabtree & 

Bayfield, 1998).  

There are no clear guidelines for assessing and recommending sustainable indicators. Also, 

the critical threshold for each criterion is not known. The temporal and spatial 

discontinuities of impacts can also prevent the process from happening correctly. For 

instance, some of the effects identified within a particular destination may have 

consequences in other places and periods (Weaver et al., 1999). 

According to Weaver (2000; 2011), a tourist destination's competitive advantage can be 

obtained if a well-defined set of conditions of tourist intensity is related to the number of 

visitors and the amount of accommodation available to them (Table 1). A destination can 
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achieve these conditions by following regulations about protecting the environment and the 

area's cultural heritage. These conditions should be sufficiently met and seen as essential 

components in assessing a destination‘s degree of competence.  

After almost two decades of exposure, it has become clear that the Butler sequence‘s 

evolutionary scenario does not fit into a single evolutionary path. The concept of carrying 

capacity is complex and subjective (Weaver, 2000). Nevertheless, the model's utility has 

been acknowledged by various groups and individuals. For instance, it is commonly used as 

the ‚ideal type‘, an indicator that measures the distance between multiple destinations 

within a developmental sequence (Harrison, 1995). 

Weaver (2000) introduced a broad context model of destinations development (Table 2), 

evaluating various scenarios, such as the Butler sequence. The model includes four ideal 

tourism types based on the connection between tourist intensity and regulations. The four-

quadrant matrix shows the interaction between these two conditions and the possible 

sustainable development level of a tourist destination: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Tourist Intensity & Regulation. Sourced from Weaver(2000). 

 Explained  

 

Tourist 

intensity 

Ratio between : 

number of tourists and residents 

the number of employees 

the amount of accommodation 

the average length of stay 
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Regulation 

Includes : 

tourism legislation 

laws on the protection of the natural environment. 

respect for the needs of residents 

the safeguarding of the local cultural heritage 

 

Table 2 Broad context model of destination development scenarios. Sourced from Weaver(2000). 

Unsustainable Mass Tourism  (UMT) is a concept that occurs when the structures and 

infrastructures of the territory are heavily developed to accommodate the increasing number of 

visitors. This concept usually leads to the development of unsustainable practices. 

 

The concept of sustainable mass tourism  (SMT) refers to the development and reinforcement of a 

destination, which is carried out in both high intensity and high levels of regulation. 

 

The Deliberate Alternative Tourism  (DAT) concept is an exploratory stage that aims at developing a 

low-intensity tourism industry with a low level of regulation. 

 

Circumstantial Alternative Tourism (CAT) is usually the early phases of a destination's development. 

However, it lacks the proper procedures and supports to encourage or endorse tourist attractions 

and services. 

 

 

2.6 Paths to sustainable mass tourism 

Alternative tourism is a new form of tourism that tries to get closer to local communities 

and economic realities. It is considered as a new relation between regions and attractions 

(Weaver, 2012). Alternative tourism refers to a wide range of products and services that 

tourists can use to visit different places and experience various cultures, not the usual 

tourist attraction. It usually involves traveling to uncrowded areas and non-peak vacation 

seasons. It defines by individual activities and the desire to experience the local culture and 

environment (Hasa, 2016).  
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Alternative tourism can be divided into three main groups: cultural tourism, nature-based 

tourism, and adventure tourism. Instead of mass tourism, alternative tourism is a personal 

experience. Since it is an individual activity, it is not bound by rules or regulations. It can be 

planned and executed according to one's preference (Hasa, 2016). 

It has been suggested that the more incipient approach to destination development has 

combined with the more pro-growth norm to position sustainable mass tourism (SMT) as a 

preferred destination outcome (Weaver, 2012). The models can be used to represent 

different types of inclusive tourism, such as those presented in Weaver’s model. The models 

can also be used to redescribe various stages of destination development. 

Circumstantial alternative tourism, also known as CAT, is a type of alternative tourism that 

provides a glimpse of the initial stage of a destination's journey. The evolution from CAT to 

UMT is a well-known component of Butler's life cycle. Therefore, it is difficult to avoid this 

conclusion from the various studies on destinations (Butler, 2008). 

 

The broad context model moves beyond the basic framework by recognizing the various 

facets of destinations and their potential to improve the consumers' environment and social 

and cultural well-being. This framework encourages the use of measures geared towards 

enhancing the sustainable outcomes of large-scale tourism (Weaver, 2012). 

 

In principle, destinations can cultivate deliberate alternative tourism (DAT) practices 

through regulations that preserve the small-scale alternative tourism techniques that were 

previously circumstantial. Alternatively, they can move to achieve sustainable mass tourism 

(SMT) through rules that are more relevant to the mass market of tourism.  

Scenario analysis is a way to foresee how the future may develop for specific companies, 

industries, institutions, or NGOs. For example, the broad context model shows eight 

possible transition scenarios from one state to another (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2 Destination Development Scenarios. Sourced from Weaver (2000,  p.219) 

 

Weaver‘s model could provide an overall framework for destinations that want to establish 

the current and the desired tourism possibilities that applies to that destination. Figure 3 

shows the four possible outcomes for a goal based on the relationship between tourism 

intensity and regulation (see table).  

 

Figure 3  Destination Possibilities. Sourced from Weaver (2000, p.218) 

 

Weaver proposed that the existing pro-growth and sustainable development norms have 

combined for the past decades, and now sustainable mass tourism (SMT) is the desired 
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outcome for destinations. Destinations can go along three well-defined paths derived from 

CAT (see figure 4).  

 

Organic path:  

The initial sequence from CAT to UMT follows a largely spontaneous growth path that 

corresponds to the development and consolidation stages of the Butler sequence. Butler 

noted that stagnation would eventually be superseded by decline if no measures were taken 

to prevent it. Thus, the only long-term option for rejuvenation is a broader orientation 

towards SMT enabling industry self-regulation (Butler, 1980). 

In the case of UMT, the withdrawal of funds from the failing destination may create 

openings for local entrepreneurs to re-enter the market. Thus, it is a transitional state that 

facilitates sustainability (Butler, 1980). 

 

Incremental path :  

The incremental path usually focuses on preserving the site's cultural and natural assets that 

make a destination unique. However, as with the reformed mass tourism, these measures 

may attract more visitors, increasing social and environmental stress. Other strategies 

include demarketing campaigns, limited tourist numbers, and education programs (Beeton 

& Benfield, 2002). 

The success or failure of such measures depends on the natural tendency to embrace 

growth and its expected benefits which result from periodic increases in carrying capacity 

thresholds (Weaver, 2012). 

 

Induced path : 

Butler (1980) noted the development of quick resorts that deviated from the destination life 

cycle due to government-driven growth strategies. Early examples of mass tourism in the 

1970s were those that were planned and implemented in a way that avoided social and 

environmental problems. Such prototypes were not a complete success but were a valuable 

learning experience for future projects. Although these projects showed some positive 

environmental impacts, the socioeconomic issues faced by the affected locals have been 

more problematic. The cultural and socio-cultural challenges usually overshadow the 

advantages of incorporating comprehensive sustainability features in new mega-
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destinations. Even where sustainability is considered paramount, the existing landscape 

must first be destroyed to create a new sustainable prototype (Weaver, 2012). 

 
The idea that modern tourism is approaching SMT through evolutionary means is not 

without controversy. This concept is linked to the long-held association between mass 

tourism and unsustainability. The main issue is regarding what is meant by sustainable 

tourism. This concept is often perceived as a paradigm shift that will continue to move 

conventional tourism businesses towards growth-friendly operations (Weaver, 2012). 

Even if this is enough to resolve some of the more complex issues related to climate change, 

the threat of global climate change remains a complex and existential threat. 

The debate over what can be considered sustainable development is reduced to a certain 

level depending on how critical this issue is (Weaver, 2012).  

 

In the induced path, communities are initially displaced and re-invented with a more 

extensive and diverse population. In the organic path, the erosion of community is 

inevitable. The rejuvenation stage is where the integrity of the community is restored. 

Finally, the incremental path is strengthened through continuous adaptation. Each 

community is then reinvented and regarded through different management strategies 

(Weaver, 2012). 

  

 
Figure 4 Broad context model. Sourced from Weaver (2012, p.1033). 
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A significant reason destination development is so important is that natural disasters or 

unexpected events can trigger it. The idea that all places can become great tourist 

attractions is, in itself, theoretically accurate. However, it should consider that the 

probability of these happening is not absolute (Weaver, 2000). 

 

The two main factors that favor tourism development are an absent or subdued regulatory 

environment and a potential influx of visitors. 

 

2.7 Summary  
 
The goal of this literature review was to give a thorough review of three concepts, 

Sustainable Tourism, overtourism and carrying capacity and also introduce existing theories 

on paths to sustainable mass tourism. The reviewed literature suggest three paths to reach 

a desired destination state, where mass tourism has occurred. There is relatively little 

research about the effects of Covid-19 pandemic on tourism. This pandemic presents a 

unique opportunity to test how changes in tourism, overtourism, and carrying capacity can 

provide an opportunity for sustainability.  

 

 

3. Iceland 
 

Iceland is a Nordic island nation located on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge between the Greenland 

Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean northwest of the United Kingdom. The island is the 

second-largest island in Europe and is characterized by its dramatic landscape (Iceland 

Geography, n.d.). Iceland is widely known as „the Land of Fire and Ice“ because it is the 

home to glaciers and volcanos (News, n.d.).   

Iceland has always been a unique place with multiple natural wonders, but it was discovered 

as a travel destination relatively late compared to other countries. For example, from 1950 

to 2000, only four million foreign visitors came to Iceland in 50 years (Brynjolfsson et al., 

n.d.).  
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The economy of Iceland has developed throughout the years, and the share of foreign 

exchange earnings is now mainly from the tourism industry. In contrast, previously, it had 

been from the fishing industry and the production of aluminum (Statistics Iceland). This 

development has lead the whole economy of Iceland more reliant on income coming from 

the tourism industry. It, therefore, is more sensitive to changes in the industry, especially 

sudden and unforeseen changes. For example, the fishing industry was once Iceland’s top 

revenue source. Then, the heavy industry took over. Moreover, now, tourism has become 

the main driver of economic growth in Iceland (Scheivachman, n.d.). 

Two airlines were established in Iceland during the 1940s. These companies were 

Flugfélagslands and Loftleiir. From 1947, they started operating international flights. 

Both airlines have a significant role in the development of tourism in the country. They have 

also contributed to the establishment of various tourism infrastructure projects. 

During the twentieth century, tourism established a regulatory framework for the 

development of the industry in Iceland. However, the authorities mostly played a passive 

role in this area. Finally, in the 1970s, a general tourism policy was introduced (Jóhannesson 

et al., 2010). 

As mentioned, tourism has become one of the main pillars of the Icelandic economy in the 

last couple of decades. Despite this impeccable growth, promoting tourism in any 

meaningful manner has yet to be done. Throughout its history, Iceland has been a 

destination for explorers and travelers. The early visitors have widely exaggerated the 

country's reputation as a place of extreme conditions (Jóhannesson et al., 2010). 

 

3.1 Development in the tourism industry in Iceland 
 
In April 2010, an Icelandic volcano erupted. Its ash cloud moved across Europe. It acted as a 

billboard for Iceland's extremes (Scheivachman, n.d.). This development in the tourism 

industry played a crucial role in turning around Iceland‘s economy, which was then suffering 

from a financial crisis after the bank system collapsed in 2008 (A. D. Sæþórsdóttir et al., 

2020). 

The eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 gained international attention because of its 

infamous ash cloud that brought the fear of immobility over much of Europe that quickly 

evolved into a crisis. In some mysterious way, Iceland became an even more attractive 
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destination to visit for some tourists. That year, the tourism industry started growing. It 

became well-established that this interest in Iceland involved nature-tourists and volcano 

activity, showing how these forces have shaped Iceland's diverse landscapes (Benediktsson 

et al., 2011). 

 

 

Figure 5 Number of Tourists vs. Icelandic Population. Sourced from Ferðamálastofa. 

(Ferðamálastofa, n.d.-e) 

 

One of the reasons for Iceland's overtourism may be traced back to the 2008 banking crisis, 

which resulted in the collapse of the housing market and a threefold increase in 

unemployment. A drop in prices made Iceland more appealing to budget travelers. The 

country responded by enticing them in with a light touch, arguing that the more visitors, the 

better, regardless of what those people do once they arrive (Simmons, n.d.).  

Overtourism has caused significant damage to Iceland's infrastructure. Experience its effects 

in the form of increased road traffic and rental cars. The influx of tourists is now degrading 

many of the places that once were untouched. They are also damaging the natural features 

that locals once enjoyed. While it has helped Iceland overcome its economic difficulties, the 

influx of tourists has also raised concerns among some locals (Scheivachman, n.d.). 
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Figure 6 Tourist development in Iceland. Sourced from Ferðamálastofa 
 

3.1.1 Result of Mass tourism  
 

This enormous increase has inevitably put pressure on many of the environmentally 

sensitive ecosystems in Iceland. Disturbance from big tourist groups to nature attractions 

concerns locals and people worldwide who think about this evolution's sustainability. The 

environment is the main tourist attraction in Iceland, and the economic system relies 

heavily on the tourism industry (Sæþórsdóttir et al., 2020). 

With fewer or no tourists, the economy suffers. Therefore locals suffer, but with 

overtourism, the environment takes the hit, and we might lose natural resources that would 

lead to the economy suffering as well (Sæþórsdóttir et al., 2020). So, this dilemma is kind of 

like a circle. If it is not managed well and by incorporating sustainability when it comes to 

promoting the destination for tourists, there will probably be only negative results leading 

to damages that may be irreversible (Mason, 2006).  

Quality of life is a complex and mutual relationship between tourism and economic 

development. Overlooking that tourism depends on the quality of life of the locals. Another 

issue related to tourism development is sharing public goods and infrastructure (Helgadóttir 

et al., 2019). 
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3.1.2 Purpose of Visit to Iceland 
 
91% of tourists arriving in Iceland visited for nature-related activities. Around 81% also said 

they wanted to try something new, elaborating that they had always wanted to visit Iceland 

(Ferðamálastofa, 2019). The northern lights, untouched and pristine nature, are among the 

main attractions tourists said influenced them to take a vacation in Iceland. Around 70% 

only visited Iceland during their traveling, and 11,8% also visited other nordic countries. In 

2019 the average stay of tourists in Iceland was 6,6 nights, similar to the previous year. 

Reykjavík, the capital of Iceland, was most visited by tourists, and the second most visited 

was the South of Iceland (Ferðamálastofa, 2019). The most popular attractions in the South 

were Gullfoss and Geysir.  

 

While tourism has multiplied in recent years, its negative environmental impact has also 

increased. Foreign Tourists are most interested in experiencing pure Icelandic nature. This 

interest reflects by increased demands on tourism operators for good environmental 

performance. Most indications are that this trend is continuing, and environmental 

awareness of tourists is growing steadily or even suddenly. Thus, it is both a threat and an 

opportunity for tourism companies (Sparf, n.d.).  

 

 

3.1.3 Nationality of tourists in Iceland  
 
The United States, Britain, and Germany have been the most populous nationalities of 

Icelandic tourism in the past decade. In total, the British, Americans, and Germans 

accounted for 36% - 48% of total tourists that arrived in Iceland from 2010 – 2019 (Farþegar 

Um Keflavíkurflugvöll Eftir Ríkisfangi Og Mánuðum 2002-2021, n.d.). British tourists stay 

shorter than Americans, but they come outside the high season and therefore play an 

essential role in promoting year-round tourism activities (Halldórsdóttir, 2021). 
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Figure 7  Most populous nationalities traveling to Iceland 2009 - 2021. Sourced from hagstofa 
 
 

 
3.1.4 Seasonality  

Since 2007, the number of tourists visiting Iceland has grown at a fast pace. The most 

notable example is the increase in arrivals during the summer season, traditionally the high 

season. It is partly due to the extension of the shoulder season and the efforts to boost 

Iceland as a whole-year destination. The traditional low-season months have a combined 

share of about 64% of international tourist arrivals in 2017. The summer months are the 

most popular for international tourists. In 2017, around 35% of international tourist visits 

were in the three summer seasons. Winter tourism is not very popular in most regions 

outside the capital and the south coast. It is primarily due to the lack of international 

airports (Rantala et al., 2019). 

The relationship between tourism and community life is often the subject of debate. 

Therefore, it is essential to consider how seasonality impacts residents and how this impacts 

the long-term sustainability of tourism. For instance, how can residents feel part of a 

community when they visit a peak season? 

If the season is unbearable and the community cannot accommodate it, does it make sense 

to develop tourism year-round? 

Local ownership is an integral part of sustainable community development. It is a process 

that involves local participation in the activities of local businesses. It ensures that the 
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interests of the locals are taken into account when formulating local development plans. 

Furthermore, local ownership allows local people to participate in the local economy and 

develop their businesses. It can improve the chances of attracting additional local 

investments (Canavan, 2014). 

 
3.1.5 Distribution of tourists  
 
One of the main problems in tourism in Iceland is how uneven the regional distribution is.  

During off-peak periods, the visitors go to the capital region and tour destinations in West 

and South Iceland. Unfortunately, it is not sustainable, and the region's infrastructure does 

not contribute to the local economies (Þórhallsdóttir & Ólafsson, 2017).  

 
 

 
Figure 8 Distribution of tourists in Iceland. Sourced from Ferðamálastofa 

 

It is interesting to look at Iceland as a tourist destination based on Butler‘s Life Cycle Model, 

mentioned in the literature review above. This life cycle of tourists attractions divides into 

discovery, development and growth, stagnation, and then either decay or rediscovery 

(Butler, 1980). Figure 9 shows how the number of tourists coming to Iceland has developed 

through the years. There was a slight increase in numbers around the year 1963, and from 

there, it kept on growing until 2018 when numbers of tourists had reached six times the 

Icelandic population, or 2,3 million tourists (Sigurjónsson, 2019). The growth was slow, to 

begin with, but in 2008 it started snowballing.  
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Figure 9  Number of Tourists Iceland 1949-2020. Sourced from author 

 
 

3.2 Covid-19  
 
Pneumonia of an unknown source was detected at the end of December in Wuhan, China. 

The first case was reported to the WHO Country Office in China on 31 December 2019. Early 

in January 2020, there were several more cases said that were confirmed to be a novel 

coronavirus, later named Covid-19 (Gössling et al., 2021). This new virus seemed to act 

differently from other previously identified Coronaviruses, like SARS. In general cases of 

SARS, the cases were more severe than Covid-19 cases, which range from mild to severe, 

and Covid-19 spreads more quickly than SARS did, which makes it more of a challenge to 

contain. One significant difference is that we are much more globally connected than when 

the SARS outbreak was in 2003, making it easier for Covid-19 to spread between regions and 

countries (Coronavirus vs. SARS, 2020).  

 

3.2.1 Covid-19 and Tourism  
 

Tourism in 2020 is marked by the negative effects of the Covid-19 pandemic. This effect 

already began to take its toll in February 2020 and became significantly greater in March 

and April as infections and deaths increased. The development had two-fold consequences 

for tourism. On the one hand, people‘s interest in traveling diminished for fear of infection 

and travel disorders. On the other hand, many nations of the Western world, including 
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Iceland, introduced restrictions on the opening hours of service companies, group 

formations, and cross-border travel to reduce the risk of infection as much as possible. 

These disease control measures further reduced people‘s interest in traveling and simply 

hindered travel even if the interest was there (Zenker & Kock, 2020).  

Tourism is the industry that has suffered the most from the pandemic and has suffered 

enormous livelihoods. 2020 was one of the worst years of tourism globally, with a 73% 

decline in arrival numbers or one billion fewer arrivals than in 2019 (International Tourism 

and Covid-19 | UNWTO, n.d.). However, compared with the economic collapse of 2009, the 

total contraction in tourist arrivals was only 4% (World Tourism Organization, 2021).  

 

Understanding the impacts of Covid-19 on tourism can help improve response strategies 

and minimize risks. Research is crucial because it can help avoid miscalculations and 

draftiness in response strategies. It can also help predict the impacts of Covid-19 tourism. 

Instead of their roots, even such crises tend to obscure and stabilize the conditions and 

social structures that have produced them (Sigala, 2020). 

 

3.2.2 Covid-19 arrives in Iceland  
 
In February 2020, the virus had reached Iceland (Tómas, 2020). By mid-march, there were 

around 200 confirmed cases, and this number was only increasing, and about 1096 

confirmed cases at the beginning of April (Landlæknir, n.d.). Even though this continued rise 

in cases of Covid-19, no restrictions were put in place when arriving in Iceland unless they 

were a resident of Iceland coming from Italy or China. It was thought unnecessary to 

quarantine visitors from other countries because they did not usually contact the locals 

(Chambers, 2020). Therefore, while many countries were closing their borders, it did not 

seem to be on the agenda for Iceland. Still, a year later, the borders have not been closed, 

only restrictions and testing added when arriving.  

 
 
For a small populated country like Iceland, statistics about the Covid-19 pandemic can give 

misleading information. However, looking at statistics of the pandemic around the World 

can provide us with an idea about the situations in each country at a particular time. 
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However, when only around 360,000 (Eurostat, 2019) people live in Iceland, it can give a 

percentage of inaccurate cases compared to highly populated countries.  

It could make Iceland appealing for tourists to come to this island with so few Covid-19 

cases. Still, it can also do the exact opposite, painting a picture that Iceland is a highly 

infectious destination and not a place where it is safe to go.  

For instance, if 500 people died in Iceland out of a population of about 360,000, that would 

have a far more significant impact than the same number dying in the United States, with its 

population of 331 million (Roser et al., 2020). 

Because of the differences in population sizes between countries, it can be insightful to 

know how the number of Covid-19 cases in a country compares to the population, especially 

when comparing across countries if they are thinking about a place to travel to and escape 

the Covid-19 madness in their home country.  

 

Iceland is known for its beautiful nature and pristine places, and there is little doubt that it 

has increased the interest of travelers worldwide to visit Iceland. However, having had nine 

consecutive years of growth in tourists arrival in 2018, the trend started to slow down. From 

2018 to 2019, there was a 14,2 % decline in arrivals, mainly due to less access to airfares to 

Iceland and strong Icelandic currency (ISK krona) (OECD, 2020).  

This decline in arrivals has continued due to the Covid-19 pandemic, and the future of 

tourism is uncertain. Many infrastructures and areas are left empty and unused because 

they were built for the sole purpose of tourists to enjoy. Using some hotels for quarantine 

and isolation in this pandemic period, but still many of them have been closed because of 

no tourists coming, and even hotels that were still in the building period are standing 

unfinished and construction on hold.  
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Figure 10  Number of tourists in Iceland (Ferðamálastofa, n.d.-d) 

 

Immediately, relevant marketing for a changing target audience had to be considered with 

appropriate preparatory work. It was essential to understand the domestic target group's 

needs and desires and provide clear information to the potential customers. Part of the 

preliminary work was to be consistent with communication and regulation from disease 

control and that safety measures were being taken with every new update regarding Covid-

19 (Ólafsson, 2021).  

It seems like most tourism-related companies in Iceland are built to service only foreigners. 

So when it became evident that not many tourists would be arriving in Iceland‘s peak 

season in 2020, a new approach in marketing was necessary for those companies to get 

through this time.  

 

Previous development did not prepare the tourism industry in Iceland for this outbreak. 

Many had envisioned and even started planning a great season during the summer of 2020 

in tourism-related businesses. In the past years, Iceland has been mentioned in media being 

a place where overtourism was taking place and the need for actions to preserve 

environmental factors that had started showing signs of deterioration because of the 

overflow of tourists visiting (Sheivachman, 2019). The Covid-19 pandemic took care of that 

because numbers of tourists dropped ((Ferðamálastofa, n.d.-a), and unemployment rates 

increased instead (Trading Economics, n.d). 
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Figure 11 Total Numbers of tourists In Iceland 2016 – 2020. Sourced from Ferðamálastofa. 

 

3.2.3 Government‘s Response to COVID-19 
 

The first response to Covid-19 was trying to keep the tourism industry afloat by encouraging 

Icelanders to be tourists in their own country. They supported that by giving all residents a 

„Travelling voucher, “ which was an amount that residents could use in various tourism-

related businesses around the Island. Even though the amount would not cover the total 

costs of the trip, it got positive feedback from locals. (Ferðamálastofa, 2020) 

 

The Icelandic Tourist Board  
 

According to the government, The Icelandic Tourist Board is responsible for marketing and 

developing domestic tourism in Iceland. The board works closely with many organizations 

within the industry and also the public sector. For example, they launched the campaign 

„Ísland, Komdu með, “ where Icelanders are encouraged to travel domestically in 2020 and 

buy goods and services from Icelandic companies.  

 

The Icelandic government has provided various support actions to help individuals and 

companies get through the pandemic. The main goal of support actions during the 

pandemic was to reduce the level of unemployment. The emphasis shifted to economic 

recovery after the pandemic. Since the pandemic was still ongoing, the government had 

started focusing on measures to get society back on its feet. Around 3,000 companies have 
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utilized the government's support actions. Allocating over 65% of the total amount for the 

travel industry (Stjórnarráð Íslands, 2020b). There were two kinds of actions provided by the 

government, Direct actions and indirect: 

o The government handed out relief grants to operators who had to close their 

establishments due to disease control actions during March and May 2020. In 

addition, they also provided an additional business closure grant for operators who 

had to close their establishments during May 2020. 

 

o Part-time compensation was a government support action that allowed wage earners 

to get partial compensation from their employers. This solution was available from 

March until the 1st of June 2020. In August 2020, the government increased the 

maximum wage limit from 25% to 50%. It has led to the partial compensation of 

around 19,8 billion ISK for over 36,000 employees. The partial compensation route 

has allowed many firms and employees to over cross the obstacles in this period in 

2020 (Stjórnarráð Íslands, 2020b). 

 

The Icelandic government‘s mitigation measures mainly concerned direct financial support, 

credit guarantees, and deferral of tax payments. Tourism operators and employed 

individuals took advantage of various governments' mitigation measures in large quantities 

in 2020. Tourism companies received 65% of the support intended for operators. Over 44% 

of the shared compensations in 2020 went to individuals in tourism. The proportion was 

highest among those who worked in catering with 14.4% and those who worked in 

accommodation with 12.7%. Most capitals in connection with mitigation measures for 

operators in tourism in 2020 were allocated to companies in accommodation operations or 

19.2% (Halldórsdóttir, 2021). 

 

Icelander‘s overnight stays increased by 457,000 during the summer months, June to August 

2020. The decline in restaurant income was not as significant as in other tourism industry 

sectors, and part of the restaurants in rural areas experienced their best summer in 2020. It 

is, therefore, essential that Icelanders are generally a large part of the customer group that 

comes to the restaurants (Halldórsdóttir, n.d.). 
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Total expenditure by Icelandic tourists amounted to 122 billion Icelandic kronas, according to 

preliminary figures, and decreased by 14% from 2019. As a result, total spending by 

Icelandic tourists amounted to 56% of total tourist expenditure in Iceland in 2020, compared 

to only 27% of total tourist expenditure in 2019, and has not been higher since the beginning 

of 2009 (Hagstofa Íslands, 2021).  

 

The majority of Icelandic tourists‚ expenditure in 2020 was on accommodation services but 

spending increased by almost 18% from 2019. A nearly 32% increase is expected in Icelandic 

tourists' expenditure on catering services in 2020, compared with the previous year. 

Overnight stays by Icelandic tourists increased by 40% during the same period (Hagstofa 

Íslands, 2021). These numbers are in tune with the stakeholders and the changes made in 

their operations after Covid-19 began.  

 

If the pandemic had not struck and the number of foreign tourists in Iceland would have 

been as predicted, around 2 million, estimating that the lost value-added in tourism due to 

Covid-19 was about 149 billion Icelandic kronas (Halldórsdóttir, 2021).  

 

 

3.3 Re-conceive Tourism in Iceland 
 

In the face of all the efforts to help businesses get back to normal operations, some have 

identified this event as a transformational moment that could open up new possibilities for 

tourism. Therefore, the UNTWO has taken the opportunity and made recommendations 

regarding how tourism can prepare for the future:   

 
„Tourism has the potential to recover and once again establish itself as a critical part 

of national economies and broader sustainable development agenda.  

 

This crisis may also offer a unique opportunity to shape the sector to ensure it not 

only grows but grows better, with inclusivity, sustainability, and responsibility 

prioritized. Furthermore, to build for the future, special attention should be placed on 

building resilience and on promoting sustainability at all levels. „(UNTWO, 2020, 

p.33) 
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Quality of life is a complex and mutual relationship between tourism and economic 

development. Overlooking that tourism depends on the quality of life of the locals. Another 

issue related to tourism development is sharing public goods and infrastructure (Helgadóttir 

et al., 2019). 

 
Like other industries, tourism evolves in line with customers' wants and needs and 

technology advances. Therefore, it is essential to constantly monitor product development 

and innovation in the development of facilities at tourist sites that can, e.g., involve 

information sharing, telecommunications, security, climate change, consumer protection, 

and nature conservation, to name a few. Furthermore, following the Covid-19 pandemic, 

new criteria can be expected, such as digital and contactless services with the health 

security of guests in mind (Icelandic Tourist Board, 2021).  

 

Tourism in Iceland is based on the resource that is unique nature of the country. Therefore, 

we all must unite to protect that nature and maintain it with sustainability and 

environmental responsibility as our guiding principles. Environmental standards are one 

part of ensuring a responsible approach to our environment. They can also be a powerful 

tool in tourism marketing. Numerous environmental standards are used worldwide, but 

they can range from simple guidelines to a comprehensive certification system (SAF, n.d).  

 

Social media has dramatically impacted the tourism industry globally, as it has allowed 

people to connect and share their travel experiences with a broader audience (Chung & 

Koo, 2015). 

Due to the increasing popularity of social media, travel product recommendations have 

shifted from being based on an individual’s perspective to a more customer-centric 

approach. In addition, it has led to the emergence of many new travel communication 

channels such as social media (Kotler et al., 2014). 

At the same time, social media is also a marketing tool that the tourism industry can use for 

promotion and marketing. For example, the Icelandic Tourist board used this platform in 

their previously mentioned campaign in 2020.  
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4. Methods and Data 

 
4.1 Purpose 
 
This study aims to determine the impacts Covid-19 had on Tourism in Iceland and analyze 

the development between tourism in Iceland pre-Covid-19 to Post-Covid-19. In addition, 

this research seeks to identify if Iceland's tourism industry can reconceive sustainable mass 

tourism and using that knowledge to avoid getting to the unsustainable state the industry 

was in before Covid-19.  

It is impossible to predict or say for sure how the future of tourism in Iceland looks like, but 

we know the past and what has already happened. A future-back approach can be helpful to 

identify any capability gaps that need to be closed and being transparent on where precisely 

the journey starts in re-conceiving. Iceland's tourism industry's current state needs explicit 

knowledge to answer what could or should be post-Covid-19 (Haywood, 2020). 

A future-back approach has been defined by Robinson(1990), p.823 as a normative 

approach that works „backward from a particular desired endpoint to the present to 

determine the feasibility of that future and what policy measures would be required at that 

point. “ It is a way of planning what a successful outcome in the future would look like and 

finding what needs to do today to reach that future outcome (Bibri, 2020).  

 

4.2 Research Strategy and process 
 
The research is placed in Iceland, where before the outbreak of Covid-19, tourism was the 

largest export industry in Iceland and has been eagerly developed in line with government 

strategy (Ferðamálastofa, n.d). Unfortunately, the pandemic had catastrophic disruption to 

the tourism industry and still has. Iceland‘s main marketing point for tourism is nature 

tourism, as many tourists are fascinated with its unique and beautiful environment. In 2019, 

just under 2 million tourists visited this small populated island, which had 356,991 

inhabitants the same year (Statistics Iceland, 2019). When the population is relatively small, 

it is worth mentioning that it leads to a high social impact of tourism in Iceland. In many 

cases, the effects of tourism are felt more intensely in rural places, especially in Iceland; this 

progress could be advanced compared to other destinations with larger carrying capacities.  
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I conducted this research using a mixed-method approach, combining quantitative and 

qualitative research methods to attain more accurate findings and achieving greater in-

depth knowledge. Using this strategy was thought applicable because of the research gap in 

the literature relevant to the topic. Adding another method would provide a complete story 

of the research problem rather than alone (Creswell, 2014).  

Quantitative and qualitative methods produce different data types, with the former 

provides closed-ended data and the latter offering open-ended data. The Mixed-method 

approach originated in social science but has recently expanded into various fields of study 

and has gained importance in research worldwide (Creswell, 2014).  

This research is exploratory and investigates a problem or a situation that has not yet been 

clearly understood or defined. The problem or situation is still at a preliminary stage, and 

therefore this study will not provide any conclusive results. Instead, a hypothesis will be put 

together based on the findings while identifying the problem. The nature of exploratory 

research will enable the researcher to explore the situation and determine if the research or 

future research will have any importance or value for the industry.  Exploratory studies are 

essential for researchers to explore their ideas and helps lay a foundation of research that 

may be useful for future research (“Exploratory Research,” 2018). 

 

Quantitative research methodology is a process utilized for analyzing and predicting 

numerical data and is commonly used to identify patterns and make projections. 

Quantitative research is a part of the natural sciences (Bhandari, 2020). Its origins can be 

traced back to positivism, first introduced in the 19th century. At the core of positivism is 

the belief that the world is full of truth. This concept is often pursued by quantitative 

research, where the goal is to develop new theories and validate existing ones. Many 

qualitative research techniques do not require a hypothesis. Instead, a theory is loosely 

interpreted as a collection of concerns related to which social researcher collects data 

(Bryman, 2012). 

 
 

4.3 Data collection 
 
I chose to collect data through open-ended questions that stakeholders involved in the 

tourism industry in Iceland were asked to answer. Participants were found through personal 
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connections and in a Facebook group called „Bakland ferðaþjónustunnar, “ which translates 

as „The backbone of tourism in Iceland. “ Most members in that group are either 

stakeholders of tourism companies or have some connections to the tourism industry, and 

then there are also a few members like myself that are there to gather information for 

research or some sort of a project.  

 

At the beginning of this research, I intended to conduct semi-structured interviews. Still, 

because of the pandemic and finding it hard to meet everyone to interview them, I had to 

figure out a better way to research more safely. Many of the interviewees were not located 

in Reykjavík, and I found it would be better to interview them in the same way. I configured 

my interview question into an open-ended questionnaire that I sent out to the interviewees 

and clarified that their answers did not need to be formal or short and that no answer 

would be wrong or right. I emphasized that these questions were supposed to be conducted 

in an interview because that method allows the researcher to be more flexible and provides 

a deeper understanding of the subject and the respondent's points of view (Bell et al., 

2019). The interviewees represented various levels of the tourism industry in Iceland. 

 

The interview questionnaire started with introducing myself and my project and what I 

hoped to get out of these interviews. I included a statement to ensure participants that their 

answers would be anonymous and would only be used for this particular research and a tool 

for the researcher to gain an insight and better understand the tourism industry in Iceland.  

 

The open-ended questions were both in Icelandic and English to ensure that they did not 

lose their meaning through translation from English to Icelandic. The reason they were also 

in Icelandic was that most of the participants were Icelandic. Therefore the researcher 

wanted to make it a more straightforward process even though the answers had to be 

translated later to English. In addition, using the Icelandic language allowed both researcher 

and participants to use words or even slang in Icelandic that would ensure that the 

questions asked were understood correctly and create a space for a flexible answer that 

provides a better point of view from each participant (Bryman & Bell, 2011).   
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The Covid-19 pandemic had already put some strain on my research, and it continued doing 

that throughout the research process. When I sent the questions out, the tourism industry 

in Iceland had already started again. However, another wave of infections came, and 

uncertainty arose about how this new wave would affect the industry. Even though some 

restrictions were put in place again, making it more complicated to travel to Iceland, there 

were still some tourists. It impacted how participants answered the questions, which was 

understandable when many adapted to new regulations and safety measures regarding 

Covid-19. 

 

For the quantitative research method, data was collected from ‚Ferðamálastofa‘. Numbers 

and statistics regarding the tourism industry in Iceland. 

 

4.4 Sample  
 
As I have mentioned, the research strategy changed continuously throughout the process. 

For example, while I initially wanted only to interview companies' stakeholders with a 

certification from ‚Vakinn‘, it changed to me contacting a more significant sample of 

stakeholders to get a more diverse group of participants. Vakinn is an official quality label in 

Iceland that the Icelandic Tourist Board runs. Tourism businesses can apply for quality and 

environmental labels and then go through an assessment to see if they meet the criteria 

needed to get the certificate. Certification means the business operates in an 

environmental, ethical, professional, and sustainable way (Vakinn, n.d.-a).  
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Figure 12 Vakinn Code of Ethics. Sourced from Vakinn 

  
 
The criteria I had for the companies that took part in my research was to be involved in the 

tourism industry in Iceland. Therefore, participants who answered the questions were 

included in the decision-making and development of the company in some way. As a result, 

5 out of 9 companies had certification from Vakinn and followed its criteria in operations. 

 
 

4.5 Data Analysis 
 
After collecting all responses from 9 different companies, the qualitative questionnaire was 

analyzed and coded with Nvivo. Nvivo is a software program commonly used to analyze 

unstructured data in qualitative research methods and is part of the so-called CAQDAS 

(Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis) (Yeager, n.d.). When analyzing qualitative 

data, the goal is to determine themes, ideas, and patterns from the gathered responses 

(Feng & Behar-Horenstein, 2019). An inductive approach was used when analyzing the data 

from the qualitative research, which allows the data to determine the theme. Before 

analyzing the data in Nvivo, I read the answers carefully and took down points that I found 

were interesting and important. Then I translated all the answers to English. It was vital for 
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me to first read and understand the answers in Icelandic so no valuable information would 

get lost in translation.  

When analyzing the data through coding, which is a systematic process of arranging data in 

categories, the first step was to assign each participant/company to a case, a node that 

represents ‚unit of observation‘. Cases in Nvivo can have attributes added where descriptive 

information about that participant can be stored (QSR International, n.d.-b). I created a 

classification sheet under the name „info, “ and I assigned eight attributes there. Table 3 

shows the eight attributes, age, business type, certification Vakinn, Location, Nationality of 

tourists, Number of Staff, Size and Types of tourism, and the number of each case 

representing each participant/company.  

 

Table 3 Participants information 

 
 

Setting up a classification sheet provides an overview of all respondents and their 

demographic spread (QSR International, n.d.-a).  

 

The coding process started with making three codes as the questionnaire was in three parts: 

Before Covid-19, During Covid-19, and Future after Covid-19. More codes were applied to 

the initial three codes with a more detailed theme while coding the answers. For example, 

in the code „before covid, “ there are codes such as; surprises, first reaction. I did that to 

make it easier to analyze and compare the answers between each participant. I coded the 

 
AGE Businesses Certification 

Vakinn 
Location Nationality of 

tourists 
Number 
of staff 

Size Types of tourism 

1. 11 years Tour operator, 

accommodation, 

restaurant 

Yes South USA, Icelandic 

and more 
15-20 Small Outdoors, adventure 

2. 29 Years Hotel Yes All parts All 800 Large All kinds 
3. 3 years Hotel Yes South Not 

Applicable 
8-10 Small Adventure-seeking, Outside, luxury, 

self-drive 
4. 4 Years Adventure travel 

company 
Yes All parts Not 

Applicable 
11-21 Small Nature-based, luxury travel, small 

groups 
5. 7 Years Glacier and mountain 

recreation 
Yes South Not 

Applicable 
5-6 Small Nature-based, activity tourism 

6. 7 Years Tour Provider No Capital USA 15-20 Small Food, cultural, day-trips 
7. 9 years Restaurant & museum No Snæfellsnes 

peninsula 
Not 

Applicable 
1-2 Small Cultural experience, food 

8. 20 years Living Museum No West USA, 

Europeans, 

Icelandic 

2 Small Slow, culture, history, culture, 

nature 

9. 6 

months 
Tour Provider No South & 

Snæfellsnes 
UK, US, and 

soon Asians 
2 Small Day-trips, nature, outside 
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responses from stakeholders immediately after they had finished answering to enhance the 

understanding of the data and begin a theoretical sampling. Using the coding method was 

helpful to interpret and theorize the information from the data. When all data had been 

collected and coded, I wrote a continuous text about the themes and codes that were 

meaningful for the study (Bryman, 2012). 

 

4.6 Limitations 
 
This research had several limitations. It became evident along the process that I was not 

able to get a large sample size. Finding participants during the pandemic was tricky. When I 

sent out the interviews, many stakeholders were busy with their operations and trying to 

make the most out of the summer season in Iceland. I had to adapt my research process 

every time there was some significant change regarding the pandemic. When I started this 

research, there were only hopes for a vaccine for Covid-19. When I am analyzing the results 

of my study, most of the Icelandic nation is already vaccinated, and there is a new variation 

of the virus going around, which has the industry back in a somewhat uncertain situation. It 

would have given me a bigger picture if I had gotten more interviews and had more 

stakeholders to compare to each other. The willingness to answer or even think about some 

questioner sent to them for research was probably not a priority, and that I fully 

understand.  

The researcher‘s unconscious bias was inevitable in this situation and research. Living in 

Iceland and being a resident is one thing but having had work experience in Safety and 

Health measures regarding Covid-19 in Iceland at the Directorate of Health in Iceland 

created an unconscious bias.  

 

Because the questionnaire was open-ended, it could have changed how every respondent 

interpreted the questions and answered them. The fact that it was not an actual interview 

made it challenging to reflect on the respondent's state, and some might have responded in 

a hurry while others took their time to answer the questions. It could also be an essential 

factor that some businesses were certified and could better understand sustainability on an 

industry level.  
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5. Findings 
 

Figure 13 shows a word map from the coded data, where the most frequent words from the 

answers are displayed. The picture underlines the theme of this thesis that Covid-19 

brought some changes to the tourism industry.  

 
 

 
Figure 13  Most frequent words from qualitative data. 

 

5.1 Qualitative Results  
 

This section presents the results of a qualitative study. In the study, respondents were asked 

questions regarding three subtopics, (1) Situation before Covid-19, (2) Changes through 

Covid-19, and (3) Tourism post-Covid-19. In the following, results from the answers from 

stakeholders will be presented.  

 

5.1.1 Before Covid-19  
 
All the participants in the study had some kind of interest in sustainability. They agreed that 

it is vital for the tourism industry to be sustainable and found it their obligation to take 

action to make it so. However, asking stakeholders what steps were taken regarding 

sustainability before Covid-19, the answers differed for every stakeholder. Some gave 
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detailed answers while others answered with short answers that they either had taken 

sustainability actions or not, no detail about the steps in particular.  

 

 „We have always pursued a policy that we call "leave no trace" where the goal is to 

understand nature in a better condition than we came to it ... Financially, we have 

been in a good position. Long indebted but in recent years always kept in debt to 

everyone around us. “ (Stakeholder 1) 

 
Stakeholder‘s 1 company is a small tour operator mainly active in southern Iceland. The 

company had grown parallel to the development in the tourism industry, or since 2010 

when tourism in Iceland started to grow more rapidly. They have maintained their vision of 

creating an experience for their guests that stands out and done with the environment in 

mind during the last decade. They are open about their environmental and sustainable 

policy and have believed that everyone can make a difference when it comes to minimizing 

our impact on the environment. What sets them apart from similar operations is their 

enthusiasm and motivation in creating great memories and making the guest feel welcome, 

which is their main focus rather than making a significant profit. They have a phenomenal 

rating from previous guests on several rating sites and seem to have a good reputation 

within the tourism industry. What influenced them to implement sustainability in their 

operations is that they need nature and society to continue operations. If they are not 

financially sustainable, then it is naturally not going to work out. All of the staff are nature 

lovers and intend to live in harmony and reduce their impact on nature. Most of their guests 

agree, and they enjoy giving them more insight into the effects and what they can do to 

reduce them.   

 

„An important part of the company's operations. We have 

certifications.“(Stakeholder 2) 

 

Stakeholder‘s 2 company is a large hotel chain that operates all around Iceland. They have a 

sustainability policy in place and have gained certifications for their efforts. This stakeholder 

operates a much larger operation than the other stakeholders that participated. Most of 

their answers were relatively short and direct. In the stakeholders' opinion, sustainability 
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performance was good before the pandemic, and not much has changed regarding 

sustainability. Their efforts to be more sustainable attract customers, and they feel like it is 

their obligation to maintain sustainability in their operations. The stakeholder said the 

pandemic had only made their sustainability goals more transparent than before the 

pandemic.  

 

„Sustainability matters a lot to us, but it does not seem to be a keyword in the 

tourism industry, not yet“ (Stakeholder 3) 

 

Stakeholder‘s 3 company is a relatively small hotel that operates in southern Iceland. Before 

Covid-19, they were peaking after about 18 months of construction. However, they have an 

environmental policy in place, and in the stakeholders' opinion, they stood well regarding 

sustainability before the pandemic, which has not changed since it began.  

 
 „We always maintained small groups and had a strict environmental policy that 

meant that each trip would leave no trace and educate all our guests on the effects 

of climate change and ecological degradation.“ (Stakeholder 4 ) 

 

Stakeholder 4 works predominantly in an outdoor environment of pristine and unique 

nature. They have an environmental policy in place and put effort into being careful and 

protecting the nature where they operate. They have several certifications in regards to 

being sustainable. They are well aware of the term ‚overtourism‘ and purposefully attempt 

to take no part in it. It is evident how much effort has been put into being a sustainable 

company and is a big part of how they market themselves. Their sustainability performance 

stands out because they are a member of FTA (Family Travel Association) and ATTA 

(Adventure Travel Trade Association). They work closely to share information on what 

changes are happening in Iceland due to climate change and combat over-tourism.  

 

„We have always put much effort into disseminating information about climate 

change to our guests and looking for ways to reduce our carbon footprint“. 

(Stakeholder 5 ) 
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Stakeholder‘s 5 company is a family-run company and is like the companies above a part of 

Vakinn, the official quality and environmental system for Icelandic tourism. They were 

developing a center focusing on sustainability and climate change when Covid-19 hit. The 

pandemic gave them no other choice than to stop all operations because of the lack of 

tourists coming to the country. That gave them time to rethink their operations and begin 

the planning of their development project. Covid-19 has had a significant positive impact on 

the company, and stakeholder 5 feels that it should be more obvious now to the outside 

world that change is possible at very short notice. The reason they implemented 

sustainability in their operations was to maximize the long-term well-being of future 

generations.  

 

 „I can think of two things to focus on. First, it is sustainable in the sense that we are 

a financially sustainable company. It is probably the sustainability we have thought 

about the most and are interested in. … we have cultural walks in Reykjavík. So this is 

a very 'green' way of showing our culture to tourists. The company does not own 

houses or cars … we are not 'polluting' anything or wasting anything.“ (Stakeholder 6 

) 

 

Stakeholder 6 runs and owns the business represented in this research. It started as a small 

project between two friends and developed into a company that has been in operations for 

7 years now. They created something that others had not done before in Icelandic tourism, 

and it worked out well for them. This company sets apart from other similar companies 

because they offer an experience to travel like a local. This company has no specific policy 

regarding sustainability, and they have not felt a reason to have one. Stakeholder 6 was 

honest about the fact that they had not thought much about sustainability but pointed out 

they do understand the concept and its importance, just not a priority right now.  

Stakeholder 6 followed up with what they consider sustainable in their operations:  

 

„This is not to say that we did not understand what we were doing and that our 

business is very sustainable. An experience for tourists like ours is probably one of 

the most environmentally friendly as it is a walk and the experience only involves 

human communication and visits to restaurants. Furthermore, when it comes to social 
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sustainability, the most important thing that comes to mind is to mention the social 

services that I consider an entrepreneur. We have created hundreds of jobs in the last 

7 years…. And maybe it is a mixture of social and economic that we are naturally 

bringing hundreds of millions into the economy in the form of salaries for staff and 

business with restaurants, cafes, and bars in the center of Reykjavík. “ (Stakeholder 

6) 

 

Stakeholder‘s 6 company has excellent ratings from previous guests and seems to know how 

to adapt their business to the rapid changes in the tourism industry. 

 

„I approach sustainability in the following ways:  

Most of what is used in the house is not bought new. …   The raw material is Icelandic 

to the best of its ability. What you can get in the area I buy here,…. This is how 

sustainability goes hand in hand with being able to offer "local" refreshments.  

… good utilization of ingredients and to use what is available in the area. … shop as 

infrequently as possible …  consider the nature around, especially the birdlife,… I do 

not believe in the Certifications and consider them a marketing method rather than 

"real" sustainability.“ (Stakeholder 7)  

 

Stakeholder 7 company focuses on Icelandic culture and heritage, and their operations are 

quite different from the regular tourism business operations. Those who visit are mostly 

curious guests that enjoy spending time in nature and traveling slowly, meet locals and 

other people at the spot to get to know the community and its history. 

 

„We did not have a defined environmental policy or a waste sorting system in place 

before Covid-19! The concept of sustainability is so vague that it is difficult to answer 

but to use local raw materials, people and all resources and minimizing waster are 

simple factors that will lead to better operations in the future“ (Stakeholder 8) 

 

Stakeholder‘s 8 company is a living museum in the West of Iceland that offers guests to 

experience the Viking era first hand. The stakeholder took over this company 3 years ago, 

but it has been in operations for 20 years. Before Covid-19, they were welcoming over 
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10,000 guests annually. The stakeholder said they were doing great before the pandemic 

and had established good business relationships, especially with group tour organizers.  

 

 „We felt it was possible to start a company when everything was starting up again 

and … also that we do not have any debt. I was working in the tourism industry 

before Covid-19 and was fired. “ 

 (Stakeholder 9)  

 

Stakeholder‘s 9 company was not in operation before Covid-19, so they could not answer 

questions related to sustainability before the pandemic. Their company offers day tours 

from the Capital in Iceland. In their opinion, the Covid-19 pandemic allowed them to come 

in with a clean slate when more tourists started to arrive in Iceland. They emphasize slow 

travel that gives the guests a chance to reconnect to nature. This company is the only 

company out of the 9 that participated and started operations during the pandemic.  

 

7 out of 9 stakeholders operate their business in a way that could be categorized as 

alternative tourism, which is the tourism activities viewed as non-traditional. It is often 

defined in opposition to large-scale mass tourism to represent small-scale sustainable 

tourism development. It is also presented as an ‚ideal type‘, an improved tourism 

development model that redresses the ills of traditional, mass tourism.  

 

5.1.2 Carrying capacity  
 
When asked if they thought Iceland had reached its capacity of tourists before Covid-19, 

most stakeholders did not think that Iceland had exceeded its tolerance limit at this point.  

However, some had concerns about the future and what needs to be changed to avoid 

limiting our resources. 

 

Stakeholder 4 said they think there was a bottleneck effect in the capital city and the Golden 

Circle. If you would travel more than 5 or 6 hours from Reykjavik, it was pretty empty for 

large chunks of the year. The rest of the country was screaming out for more tourists., at its 

peak, there were 2.3 million people in the year. Comparing it to the 10 million people 

traveling to Hawaii each year, which is a fifth of the size, it was evident that there is plenty of 
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nature to share. With that said, stakeholder 6 would prefer the yearly numbers to hover 

around 2 million, any-more and the trendy places would be hard to manage. 

Stakeholder 5 found that the situation before Covid regarding tourism lacked strategy in 

building quality and how to increase value instead of looking at quantity. Nevertheless, they 

did not think Iceland had reached its capacity of tourists and wondered what tolerance 

limits were in question. They would like to see stricter public sector requirements for 

sustainability in operations, especially for companies operating within national parks. They 

added that achieving tolerance limits and maximizing and increasing quality and value 

creation does not necessarily go hand in hand. 

Stakeholder 6 said they found that the situation in Iceland regarding tourism tolerance was 

just perfect. That the Icelandic economy was robust, and Iceland was an endlessly exciting 

and sought-after destination. At the same time, the 10-year-old tourist boom had made 

Iceland such a much more fun community. For the first time in history, a myriad of people 

came in with both diverse ideas and attitudes. However, first and foremost, funds (from 2 

million tourists a year) enabled great Icelandic entrepreneurs to open exciting restaurants, 

bars, cafes, art museums, hotels, swimming pools, experiences, recreation, and all kinds of 

services. It has changed everything to expand the market like this and has created many 

opportunities that make our society more fun. 

Stakeholder 6 also mentioned that Iceland can and will undoubtedly see a multiple of this 

number in tourists and that we should welcome that. Right now, the only fun challenge for 

entrepreneurs is in the countryside. As they are using all their energy on getting as many 

guests as they possibly can for a dinner tour in Reykjavík – then the entrepreneurs in 

Ísafjörður, Egilsstaðir, and Akureyri should be doing the same thing, and many are already 

doing so. Moreover, by getting tourists all over the country, the situation is better, and the 

whole community in Iceland benefits from it. 

 

Stakeholder 8 did not think the number of tourists had exceeded the tolerance limit but 

found it problematic how ineffective the marketing concentrated visitors in a few places. 

Little time, i.e., several ports were overflowing with ships coming to port, and in the south, 

there was massive traffic jam all day, .e.g. Gullfoss and Geysir. They found that what has 

been a problem among residents in connection with the influx of tourists has to do with lack 

of infrastructures such as toilets, camping sites, roads. Therefore, the tourists are going to 
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areas that are off-limits or do things that are not allowed, e.g., to drive off-road. If public 

authorities took these issues more seriously, the residents would not be bothered and feel 

disturbed. The stakeholder thought was also crucial for the industry to focus more on 

creating better roads, distributing tourists, increasing service structure, and educating 

tourists on behaving in Iceland and respecting the environment and residents. 

 

The one stakeholder (number 7) that thought tourists had exceeded our tolerance limits 

said tourism in Iceland had been characterized by intensity and mass tourism. The industry 

has walked over everything and everyone and tourists as well. At the same time, the people 

of Iceland themselves have had enough, and those who worked in the industry, this 

constant demand for more and more tourists dominated among large companies and 

representatives in the tourism industry. They found the industry‘s economy was marked by 

arrogance, as it claimed that the economy would collapse without it. The stakeholder felt 

like this had continued after Covid-19 started. It would probably cause more damage than 

good for the industry, as it had painted a negative image on the industry, which was not 

very optimistic before the pandemic.  

 

It was evident that many of the stakeholders had concerns about how poorly tourists 

distribute around the country. Some places are taking more than they can handle when 

other parts of the country need and want more tourist traffic.  

 
 

 

5.1.3 Covid-19 Impacts  
 
 
In analyzing the qualitative data, few themes emerged, which will be discussed in this 

section. These themes were:  uncertainty and challenges that companies had to deal with 

after the pandemic started and the adaptability each had to have during that period.  

Another theme that emerged was the economy in Iceland, how it changed, how the 

government stepped in, the meaning behind sustainability, and how complex the concept is 

when it concerns tourism.  
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What surprised most of the stakeholders when the pandemic started was how inefficient 

the government has been in building and developing this industry compared to other 

sectors in Iceland. They felt like tourism was just a nuisance for the public sector. The 

government seemed unprepared for a crisis like this, and it impacted the tourism companies 

greatly. It became evident that the tourism industry was ill-equipped to adapt to the sudden 

changes at the start of the pandemic. Nevertheless, the government and people in Iceland 

have relied on the tourism industry, and no one seemed to believe anything would go 

wrong. Stakeholders were also surprised by how severe the pandemic is and how long this 

situation has lasted.  

 

On a more positive note, most stakeholders were surprised by how understanding and 

patient their customers were and how willing they were to adapt to the changes made to 

follow all safety regulations.  

 

What shocked stakeholder 4 was „The number of people willing to pay for a self-drive 

itinerary, “which was their first response to the pandemic, to change from guided tours to 

premium self-drive tours when sales came close to zero.  

 
In 2020, there was a 76% decrease in the number of foreign tourists arriving in Iceland. 

Around half a million visitors came to the country that year, but 70% came in the first three 

months. In addition, the number of those who worked in tourism decreased by 48%, and 

the supply of airline seats to Iceland decreased by 77%.  

The recession was the greatest at travel agencies and related services followed by passenger 

transport and accommodation. It made less impact on companies in the catering business. It 

is estimated that the sector‘s profit was negative by 56 billion ISK that year. The challenges 

of tourism companies and their response to the recession differed between stakeholders. 

Some companies were able to dispose of assets, and others focused on the Icelandic 

market, especially in the summer of 2020. The latter applied to restaurants in many parts of 

the country, but on the other hand, it seemed more difficult for entertainment companies 

to adapt their products to the Icelandic market (Halldórsdóttir, 2021). 
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When stakeholders were asked how Covid had affected their company, they almost all 

mentioned impacts on their financial status. In addition, it was evident that the economy in 

tourism suffered greatly because of Covid-19.  

 

„Sales dropped to zero during the worst parts of the pandemic, and many refunds 

were given.“ (Stakeholder 4) 

 

„We repaid tens of millions in a few days and then weeks got no visitors and 

therefore had no trips (or business) for 18 months, unfortunately, we had to lay off all 

our staff, lost our jobs and became "almost" bankrupt. Simply because we had 

booked more than a year in advance and almost everyone wanted a refund on their 

trip. „ (Stakeholder 6)  

 

„We do not know yet. We are still finalizing the annual accounts from last year. 

However, we benefited from the government's economic measures. We closed all 

operations when the pandemic was worst. We were able to react quickly and turn 

the defense into an attack.“ (Stakeholder 1) 

 

„Our company did not fit well into the support that the government offered, so it was 

a difficult situation. However, the same goes for the significant number of companies 

in the countryside, mainly run seasonally. We had to market and adapt to the 

Icelandic market, invest more money in marketing to individuals, in addition to 

groups“ (Stakeholder 8) 
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Table 4 Did stakeholders change their marketing during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

 

Stakeholders felt the pressure that Covid-19 had on the economy, but there was also pressure 

on how the company should set up its marketing strategy and who. Now that fewer foreign 

tourists were arriving in Iceland, they had to rely on domestic travel and therefore market 

their service for, in some cases, a brand new group of people, Icelandic people. A market 

campaign by The Icelandic Tourist board was launched to encourage people to travel to 

Iceland. Including the travel voucher that the government of Iceland gave to all Icelanders 18 

years old and older, which was a gift certificate with 5000 kronas to spend at listed tourism 

companies. Offers and deals from all kinds of companies with the option of using the voucher 

to pay some of the cost were available all over the country.  

 

Increased focus on domestic travels, lowering their prices or offer discounts, temporary 

cessation of business were actions that most stakeholders took in response to Covid-19 and its 

impacts on tourism businesses.  

 

 

5.1.4 Future after Covid-19  
 
The overall theme when asked about the future in tourism after Covid-19 was the 

uncertainty of it all. Uncertainty about when the pandemic would be under control, the 

development of vaccination and its efficiency, and the off-seasons regarding tourist arrivals. 

Every stakeholder agreed that the Covid-19 pandemic created an opportunity to make 

changes in tourism operations. However, this opportunity being realistic was questioned, 

and expectations were not high among the stakeholders.  
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“It certainly gives us a tool to make changes, but if we are to take advantage of it, the 

debate needs to change. In recent years, people’s patience with certain abuses has 

diminished, e.g., on land and natural pearls, the road system, the health system, and 

the pure private life of the people. The treatment of tourists has been controversial, 

such as their "hall trips" anywhere and anytime, and I have had enough of such 

behavior as it had become part of my job to clean up human shit and toilet paper 

around my house.” (Stakeholder 7) 

 

Stakeholder 3 feels that the tourism industry in Iceland needs to think outside the box about 

how nature can be protected so it will be in the same state after 500 years, but also invite 

tourists and let them enjoy nature in Iceland. There is a need for innovative changes in how 

best to utilize Iceland’s resources sustainably. If done right, it could be a great example that 

mass tourism can be sustainable.  

 

„I certainly hope so. Tourism accounts for around 9% of global emissions and yet can 

showcase environmental degradation, climate change and show off the wild areas 

and protect them. Moreover, tourism can be a mechanism for increased protection. 

… The national parks and local councils are taking a more active look at how tourism 

should be used for good and how limiting numbers and educating customers can 

allow people to travel but not harm the environment. Worldwide, I do not know. I 

certainly hope the threat of social distancing and future outbreaks will force 

companies to have provisions in place, i.e., limiting crowd numbers like in Venice.“ 

(Stakeholder 4) 

 
„Yes, 100%, despite the significant restrictions on the freedom of the individual, the 

world kept spinning somewhere, that applies to everything, both the tourism industry 

and other things, it is possible to make changes without people’s lives having to be 

worse than before. , it could even be better.“ (Stakeholder 5) 

 

All stakeholders were hopeful for an improved tourism industry after the pandemic and 

agreed that this has been an opportunity to make changes that need to be made in the 
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tourism industry. The immediate response to the pandemic shows that the tourism industry 

is equipped to make changes to its operations and is fully adaptable to changes in the 

environment. However, these changes were not made of their own personal will but to 

follow regulations and safety measures put on by the government. Therefore, stakeholders 

had a pessimistic attitude towards the future of tourism and how realistic it is to see 

significant changes after Covid-19 and for the industry not to go to business as usual. 

Individuals or companies will not make permanent changes in the tourism industry alone, 

which is a considerable problem for future growth and development.  

 
 
What will tourism be like?  
 

As to the last part of the questionnaire, speculations about how the tourism industry in 

Iceland will look like after Covid-19, no general agreement appeared, and all stakeholders 

expressed a feeling of uncertainty and how unpredictable this situation is. What they had 

experienced so far regarding changes in tourism operations was domestic travel. In some 

cases, residents of Iceland were the majority of customers, smaller groups traveling 

together, longer and fewer trips were mentioned when thinking about short-term changes. 

Not knowing the duration of the pandemic, stakeholders could only guess what changes 

would be permanent.  

 

Some thought big busses and trips with large groups would be a part of the past, and even 

that tourists would now prefer traveling on their own, via rental car and making their 

itinerary. The development of technology was also mentioned in regards to the future of 

tourism. Stakeholder 5 hopes that all the advances in the technology sector will enable 

people to travel on environmentally friendly energy sources, such as solar or wind power. At 

the same time, stakeholder 5 does not think there will be any changes to the industry unless 

the government takes a more active role in setting policies and regulations.  

Stakeholder 3 mentions that they think people will be more careful and less about trips 

where tourists come alone and more about organized trips to ensure safety.  

 

„The world will never be the same as it will have a revolutionary impact on tourism 

worldwide. It is not the first virus that will cause such havoc. They have come to be.” 
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(Stakeholder 3) 

 

Stakeholder 8 was on different opinon and did not think that the pandemic will change the 

tourism industry at all. However, they said that environmental threats would much rather 

be the reason for changes in the industry.  

 

„More professionalism in the industry too with new rules on guiding practice and 

qualifications in wilderness settings are being adopted since the pandemic began.” 

(Stakeholder 4) 

 

“I hope that people go on longer trips instead of a few shorter ones before and thus 

learn to enjoy each place better and explore the infrastructure better. I still do not 

know if this will be the case if everything reopens. It seems people are waiting to be 

able to jump.” (Stakeholder 1) 

 

“What has happened and is happening is that companies that are poorly run will fall 

behind ... But tourism around the world is changing drastically in these times in 

which we live. So yes, my point is just that tourism is mutating everywhere in the 

world - not just in Iceland, and that trend, I believe, will continue indefinitely. 

Nevertheless, people want to travel, and people will travel as soon as they "can."… 

think everything will be "normal" again. Because a large part of this today is just 

government restrictions and maybe not fear or anything from individuals themselves” 

(Stakeholder 6) 

 

 

„The tourism industry is at a crossroad. It needs to be rethought completely“ 

(Stakeholder 9)  

 

The views on what the future holds contradict stakeholders, and each one has their view of 

things. However, they agreed that Covid changed the industry and day-to-day operations. 

Restaurants now focused on take-out menus, hotels needed to charm residents to use their 

service, and tour guides needed to create a tour that was in Icelandic and to sell the idea of 

a new experience. In the era of quarantine and self-isolation, there has been a change in the 
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behavior of consumers. Media has become more important when marketing and influencing 

people to buy what is being sold, which can be products, experiences, or even destination as a 

whole (Sæþórsdóttir et al., 2020). Social media use has increased during the pandemic; it 

helps us communicate with others and share information and thoughts. It has also increased 

connectedness between people. Social media was the leading player in Iceland‘s campaign 

to encourage people to travel within their own country. Many companies followed and used 

social media influencers as their primary source to get more customers. Constant 

information flow regarding procedures and protocols in the pandemic is one of the most 

significant advantages social media has during this pandemic period (Steinert, 2020). 

Evidence suggests that social media can have an extensive impact on our personal and 

managerial decision-making. Informal evidence indicates that social media alters our point 

of view and affects our choices by influencing business managers and consumers (Power & 

Phillips-Wren, 2011). Social media has the opportunity and the means to create an image of 

destinations, and it has done so in the past in Iceland's case. To maintain the island's 

appearance and develop the tourism industry in Iceland while recovering from the lack of 

tourists because of Covid-19. An opportunity to reset and to do things better and in a more 

sustainable way.  

 

Table 5 Did stakeholders' approach to sustainability issues change during the pandemic? 
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5.2 Quantitative Data  
 

The secondary data collection method is a research method that involves using data that is 

already available. Secondary data was mainly collected from Ferdamálastofa and Hagstofa 

Íslands, which are both reliable databases.  

Seeing how Covid-19 has impacted tourism in numbers of arrivals gave the researcher a 

better understanding of what magnitude the arrivals changed following the development of 

Covid-19. Data also provides the researcher with an idea of what was before the pandemic 

and how changes through the years shaped the tourism industry as it is today. 

 

 
Figure 14 Number of Tourists and change between Years 

 
Figure 14 shows the accumulated numbers of foreign tourists in Iceland from 2013 to the 

current year in July. It shows a massive decline in numbers in 2020 or a -80% change from 

the year before. However, in July 2021, this number increased by 140% from the year 

before.   
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Figure 15. Average overnight stay. Sourced From Mælaborð Ferðaþjónustunnar 

 

Figure 15 shows the average number of overnight stays during each month from 2019 until 

2021. For example, in June 2021, the average overnight stays were 9 compared to before 

the pandemic in 2019, when the average overnight stay was 6.7 during the same month. It 

goes hand in hand with what stakeholders mentioned in their questionnaire: guests stay 

longer than before Covid-19.  

 

 
Table 6 Total accumulated number of passengers[thousand]. Sourced from Mælaborð Ferðaþjónustunnar 

 
Table 6 shows the accumulated number of passengers in thousands who traveled to Iceland 

from 2012 – 2021. These numbers are consistent with the development of Covid-19 in 

Iceland and the travel restrictions at the border in Iceland.  
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Figure 16 Overall satisfaction with a trip to Iceland. Sourced from Mælaborð ferðaþjónustunnar 

 

The Icelandic Tourist Board has been surveying foreign tourists since June 2017 in 

collaboration with Statistics Iceland. Data is collected all year, and the aim is to gather 

information to give a clear picture of the behavior, experience, and attitudes. Figure 16 

shows results from this survey from the years 2019 – 2021. Blue represents those who 

answered „Exceeded far from expectations, “Yellow represents „Exceeded expectations, 

“Red represents „met expectations, “ and green representing „ „below expectation. . “ 30% 

of those who answered this survey in 2021 felt the trip to Iceland had exceeded far from 

their expectations.  

 

From this data, it can be suggested that the Icelandic tourism industry has already started 

recovering from Covid-19, but only time will tell that for sure.  

 

From another survey where Icelandic residents were asked what was most memorable from 

their travels in Iceland in 2020, some answers included the most popular tourists attraction 

and their appreciation to experience it without the tourists, e.g., Þingvellir, Gullfoss, and 

Geysir.  
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6. Analysis 
 

Through conversation with stakeholders and individuals involved in tourism in Iceland, it 

was felt that some had a problem with tourism in Iceland being called an industry. Asking 

one of the stakeholders why they thought it problematic calling tourism in Iceland an 

industry, they were of the opinion that it does not produce any kind of product, only 

experience, and memories. They also followed up with that many business and 

development individuals think they can use their research on tourism in other industries. 

Still, when it comes down to it, tourism does not behave like other industries and therefore 

cannot be analyzed with traditional business-type methods.  

There seems to be a lack of unity in the industry, which may be traced back to the lack of 

interest and support the government appears to give businesses in this industry. However, 

this issue was not raised by every stakeholder who participated in the questionnaire. 

Therefore, there is no reason to state that all stakeholders in the tourism industry are 

feeling that way. However, from the researcher's knowledge and experiences in the 

industry, the more prominent and resourceful a company is, the more support it seems to 

get whenever trouble comes knocking.  

The overall response from the questionnaire was that it is believed that Covid-19 has had 

some sort of permanent changes in attitudes towards sustainability in the tourism industry 

but not in a way that it would make much difference if the business went back to normal 

soon. However, there was more interest in making the industry more sustainable than the 

researcher anticipated, and it was felt through conversations with the stakeholders that 

they thought it necessary to answer and take part in this research. Some stakeholders had 

experienced the financial crisis on a business level back in 2008 but could not compare it to 

today's situation. It applies to business owners and most people in Iceland; the Covid-19 

pandemic hit differently than the financial crisis in 2008. The main difference is that the 

pandemic impacted everyone, no matter their economic or social status, and it became a 

global issue, which had to be dealt with worldwide. 

 

This pause in international travel also allowed residents to travel their own country and 

discover its unique destinations on a new level. Before Covid-19, when international travel 

increased, domestic travel stayed somewhat stable and only representing about 13% of the 
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overall overnight stays (OECD, 2020). During Covid-19, domestic travel has increased 

significantly and spread all over the country and gave Reykjavík, the capital, a much-needed 

break. New attractions sites were discovered on a whole new level, and social media had a 

lot to do with this increase in popularity. Interpretations on these findings are that there 

might be changes in the overall view of traveling abroad to go on a vacation. Domestic 

travel for the residents in Iceland is more valued, and „stay-cation“ is more attractive than 

before Covid-19.  

 

The global financial crisis that occurred during the early 21st-century had a significant 

impact on tourism growth. However, it has also relegated issues related to sustainable 

development to the status of secondary concerns. 

Weaver (2012, p.1035) proposed that the excessive greed and financial speculation that 

accompanied the global financial crisis may encourage a more fundamental questioning of 

capitalism's tenets. It could stimulate calls for reforms that are in sync with the principles of 

sustainable development.  

 

 
 

Using Weaver‘s (2000) broad context model and the identified characteristics and types (see 

appendix a) to establish Iceland as a tourism destination before the pandemic, it would be 

appropriate to assume that Iceland was between UMT and CAT. Iceland has experienced a 

spontaneous market-led growth that led to a state that could be identified as overtourism. 

The tourism intensity before the pandemic was high; the ratio of tourists per inhabitant was 

5,6 in 2019, whereas in 2018, it was 6,7 (See calculations below).  

 

𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 2019

𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2019 
=

2013190

356991
 =  5,6  

 

𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 2018

𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2018 
=

2343773

348450
 =  6,7  

 

When the pandemic hit, this ratio dropped massively, or to 1.4 for the year 2020.  
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𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑠 2020

𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2020 
=

486308

341243
 =  1.4 

 

These calculations can be interpreted as a backward step on Iceland's path on the broad 

context model. Therefore, the destination has reached the CAT state, the initial state in 

Weavers' (2012) paths to sustainable mass tourism. From that state, there are three 

different possible paths. Seeing how Iceland had previously been going along the organic 

path, the pandemic may have allowed Iceland to try out other paths that have its goals set 

out, whereas the UMT state can be avoided. Therefore, the incremental path avoids UMT 

and is more realistic and feasible than the induced path. The strategy to follow the 

incremental path towards SMT involves the targeted implementation of regulations beyond 

what has already been done. This path goes along with what some stakeholders said, the 

need for a better framework around the tourism industry and stricter regulations regarding 

the protection of Iceland’s nature and natural resources.  
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7. Discussion 
 

Findings from the qualitative data support the fact that the significant decline in tourism in 

Iceland in 2020 provided a much-needed break from disturbance. Using this opportunity to 

fix what has been damaged by the tourism development in the last decade would be a great 

start in reconceiving the tourism industry. 

 

If tourism is to make a real contribution to sustainable development, the government needs 

to further acknowledge the industry’s positive impacts (Hall, 2009). The findings from this 

study support the importance of government involvement and indicate that this might be 

one of the most problematic issues for some companies in the tourism industry, as the lack 

of acknowledgment from the government makes it complicated for companies to make 

fundamental changes to their operations to make them more sustainable.  

 

There are no indications that Covid-19 had any adverse effects on stakeholders views on 

sustainability. On the contrary, with all the restrictions on travel, it has, in some cases, 

automatically made businesses more sustainable.  

 

Interestingly, the four companies that did not have the certificate from Vakinn were all 

much smaller in operations than the other five. These companies only had 1-2 permanent 

staff members.1 They all offer a specific tourist experience and have smaller target groups. 

Smaller companies may benefit less than the larger ones do by having a certification of 

some sort. Their approach to sustainability and environmental issues is often much more 

personal than a detailed strategy or policy like larger companies have. These 4 companies' 

answers stood out in how differently they answered questions related to sustainability than 

the other 5. They gave detailed personal information on their understanding of 

sustainability, how they approach it, and what motivates them to be more sustainable and 

environmentally friendly.  

 

 

 
1 It is listed in Table 3 above that Stakeholder 4 had 15-20 employees, but that is because there are only 2 
permanent staff members, and then they hire employees based on how the business is doing. 

file:///C:/Users/saedis/Downloads/20211022_Sædís%20Breytt.docx%23_Data_Analysis
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7.1  Implications of the findings   

 

Results from the qualitative study suggest that the short-term solution to overtourism is to 

operate in smaller groups and focus more on other areas than before the pandemic when 

tourists visited the same destination simultaneously, which leads to overcrowding. The 

overcrowding problem is mainly due to the „big bus companies“ offering tours to see the 

most popular attractions in a very limited time. These companies have not operated well 

during the pandemic because few large groups have traveled together to experience 

Iceland. Stakeholders also voiced that this could help improve the quality of each area 

suffering from overcrowding before the pandemic.  

Tourism's decline has caused temporary decreases in environmental damage to natural 

sensitive sites. However, long-term effects are dependent on future travel demand. 

 

In conversations with several stakeholders in the industry, it revealed that the industry was 

struggling due to the drop in demand and had enough on its plate only with getting through 

the pandemic. The end of that situation is not yet foreseen at this point. The attitude of the 

government and support system around tourism was of other opinions that because of the 

fragility of the sector, nothing could be done to implement further the policy framework set 

up before the pandemic. It should be clear to everyone that after Covid-19, there will still be 

tourism companies operating. Therefore they must have a clear policy and transparent 

conditions for the authorities to follow through. Unfortunately, it is yet to be seen that this 

opportunity has been seized. In the opinions of the researcher and some stakeholders, the 

government has not used this time during the pandemic as well as they could have.  

 

One long-term goal of sustainable development is to improve the long-term performance of 

businesses. Unfortunately, many firms fail to meet expectations due to their short-term 

focus. It is why institutions must play a leading role in guiding companies towards 

responsible management. The government must exert more involvement in the industry to 

improve the results.  

 

There is not enough incentive for sustainable action in tourism and the economy. However, 

there is undoubtedly a possibility to increase opportunities for positive incentives in many 
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ways. Those incentives could come through the tax system, funding, and other means of 

financing.  

 

There is no compatible assessment system for sustainability in place in Iceland. Vakinn; 

mentioned before, which several companies in this study have a certificate from is a step in 

the right direction. Still, it is not an internationally recognized sustainability standard that 

can be flagged so that the public and tourists understand what it means.  

It is also no obligation for companies to have a certificate from Vakinn. Still, it could 

certainly be a step toward following a set policy of increased sustainability and transparency 

for information to customers.  

 
In general, the industry, even the government, and the supporting system do not seem to 

understand the concept of sustainability fully. Sustainability is about taking the three pillars 

environmental, economic, and social factors into account and assessing their impact on 

what is being done internally and in a larger context. Unfortunately, sustainability seems to 

some stakeholders to be mainly used as pretension with lack of actual actions or evaluation 

reports on results. No one seems to want to take responsibility to make a real change and 

instrad we see fingerpointing at each other for the lack of sustainability actions.  

 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, there could be time spent educating the industry and 

residents of Iceland about the concept of sustainability and innovation and making it clear 

to everyone that operations would be working along with these concepts in the near future. 

Better communications between companies within the industry are needed to have a clear 

picture of how they want the future to look in regards to sustainability. The government and 

institutions like the Icelandic Tourist board need to get on the same page with their policies 

and frameworks for the future. 

Tourism is a major environmental issue globally. The debate about how it should be done 

has mainly been focused on improving development, but it has been neglected that it 

actually adds to the environmental damage. A framework needs to be provided to 

understand the various considerations of sustainable tourism to move towards a steady-

state economy (Hall, 2009). 
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8. Conclusion 
 
As the pandemic, Covid-19 is still evolving, and the situation is uncertain to a great extent, 

this study is inductive. However, there have been several waves of infection in Iceland, and 

it has been a great learning experience for most.  

 

There has been a significant increase in raising awareness about sustainability and the 

impacts we have on the environment. It will be interesting to see if Covid-19 has left some 

permanent changes that involve how we treat the environment and how sustainability in 

operations could be essential in the long run.  

 

The findings from the open-ended questionnaire suggest that there is an opportunity to 

make permanent changes in operation, and there is room for sustainability in tourism in 

Iceland. However, according to most stakeholders that participated, the tourism industry in 

Iceland lacks support from the government and public sector when operating the industry 

more sustainably.  

 

In response to a crisis, urgent management decisions will have to be made. This process 

should prepare organizations for the possibility of the unthinkable and the actions needed 

to get through a crisis. 

 

Rediscovery can take place, but preconditions are changes of some kind. It is possible to 

redefine target groups and market-specific areas accordingly. It requires the authorities and 

the private sector to work together towards a set goal. It is also possible to restructure the 

tourism industry and improve what is lacking, and maybe it will rekindle the interest of 

tourists (Butler, 2006).  Ahead is the development of tourism in a changing landscape that 

the Covid-19 has created for us. An essential part of the development is that tourism 

operators adopt and focus on digital solutions, which at the same time reduce costs, 

increase efficiency and speed and at the same time improve customer service and 

experience. The digital environment has changed a lot in recent years, and good software 

solutions have never been as accessible, user-friendly, and cost-effective as now. 
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Social media was a factor in marketing Iceland after the eruption in 2010, and the slogan 

„Inspired by Iceland“ became a tool to market Iceland's beautiful nature. Since then, social 

media has developed and plays an even more significant part in marketing a product or a 

destination. Reconstruction that supports sustainability in the industry and environmental 

issues regarding defined tolerance limits is what the tourism industry needs. 

 

After a good pause in tourism due to global lockdowns caused by the pandemic in 2020, 

Iceland is ready for a new era of adventure. This study indicates that there is a possibility to 

see an increase in sustainability in operations. Still, results show that the focus is mainly on 

surviving the pandemic and keep operations going as long as possible. The question this 

research aimed to answer is still only speculations at this point, and there is no way of 

knowing when we consider us past the pandemic. Post-Covid-19 and the future are 

uncertain, but it has already sparked conversations about a more sustainable future in the 

tourism industry. While there is still not much literature available about post-covid 

scenarios, it is increasing as time passes. Knowledge has been gained from this period. It has 

underlined the importance of the well-being of the tourism industry. Covid-19 is not yet a 

part of the past, and there is still uncertainty if it ever will be or if we need to start 

acknowledging its existence and learn to live with it. Whatever the outcome will be, it has 

left a mark on one of Iceland‘s biggest industries, and it is crucial to remember how fragile 

the tourism industry is. It is in everyone's best interest to develop it from now on to be 

more prepared for the next unthinkable crisis.  

After Covid-19, we will likely see more personalized and inclusive trips offered to guests.  

 

Beyond the immediate response to the pandemic, developing a new normal for tourism will 

require a comprehensive approach to address future challenges. 
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9. Future Research and Limitations 
 
In times of change, organizations cannot rely on past experiences and trends to guide their 

future actions. Instead, they should develop their strategies and adapt them to meet their 

varying needs (Fayos-Solà & Cooper, 2019).  

It seems crucial to further research sustainability in the tourism industry in Iceland. The 

author would recommend research about the different views stakeholders in the industry 

have on sustainability and what it means. This research had 9 stakeholders, and they all had 

different opinions and outlooks on sustainability. Hence, a more comprehensive study with 

more stakeholders participating is crucial in the author‘s opinion. 

 
Whenever this pandemic ends or ends at all, it would be interesting to see research about 

the overall impacts and changes in the tourism industry and if sustainability would gain 

more importance in operations.  

More research and case studies using the Weavers Broad context model would be 

interesting and would add literature to the concept that mass tourism can be sustainable if 

done right. 

 
During the research process, several new and exciting sides of the tourism industry in 

Iceland emerged, bad and good. The researcher hopes that the study will shed light on the 

importance of sustainability in tourism and the urgent need to re-evaluate its operations 

more often and better understand its development, especially if tourism numbers multiply. 

The lack of even distribution of tourists in Iceland is one of the main problems that 

encourage mass tourism in certain areas. Further research and development regarding this 

issue are desired to protect current attractions and natural resources from being overused 

to the point that it has irreversible damage.  

Future research should include a comprehensive analysis of the drivers and incentives of 

sustainable performance. It should also explore the various factors that affect these drivers. 
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Appendix a  

 

Appendix b 
Viðtal fyrir Meistararitgerð.  
Sustainable Destination Development – Uppsala university.  
Sædís Bjarnadóttir  
 

// Kynning.  

Ég er masters nemi í Uppsölum Svíþjóð í „Sustainable Destination Development“. Mitt 

lokaverkefni er að skoða ferðamannaiðnaðinn hérlendis og hvernig hann hefur verið 

undanfarin ár og hvar hann stendur núna í miðjum/eftir faraldinn (COVID). Með þessum 

spurningarlista er ég að reyna fá betri mynd á stöðunni núna og tel ég reynslu þeirra sem 

starfa í iðnaðinum mikilvæga samhliða tölulegum gögnum frá ferðamálastofu.  
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Þar sem námið einblínir á sjálfbærni að stórum hluta þá eru spurningarnar margar tengdar 

því. Sjálfbærni er mismunandi og hefur margskonar birtingarmyndir og vona því eftir að fá 

svör sem aðstoða mig að sjá hvernig birtingamynd sjálfbærnis hefur þróast hérlendis.  

Engin svör eða skoðanir verða birtar undir nafni þeirra sem svara eða nafn fyrirtækis. 
Tilgangur þessa spurningarlista er svo ég (Sædís Bjarnadóttir) öðlist betri skilning og stöðu 
ferðaiðnaðins hérlendis.  
 
Í upphafi átti þetta að vera viðtal frekar en sendur spurningarlisti en í ljósi aðstæðna 
verður þetta gert á þennann máta. Því væri vel þegið að fá greinagóð svör, eins og ef viðtal 
hefði verið tekið. Allt sem þið getið sagt mér hjálpar mér gífurlega í þessu verkefni.  
  
Spurningarnar verða á bæði íslensku og ensku og  alfarið ykkar val hvort svörin séu á 
íslensku eða ensku eða bæði. Finnst mér þæginlegra að hafa upphaflegu ensku 
spurningarnar því stundum verða þær ekki eins skiljanlegar þegar þýddar eru á Íslensku. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
// Kynning um fyrirtækið og bakgrunn.  
 

Nafn fyrirtækis? //What is your name and where are you working? 

 

Hvað gerir fyrirtæki?  // What does your company do?  

 

Hversu lengi hefur það verið starfandi ? // How long have they been in operation?  

 

Stærð fyrirtækis? // What is the size of your company?  
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Hver er ykkar markhópur ? // What type of traveler do you target?  

 

Hvers konar ferðamennsku stunda ykkar viðskiptavinir ?  // What type of tourism do you 

think your targets are involved in.*?  (Útivera, lúxus, bakpokaferðalangar, solo, matur... // Nature-

based, luxury travelers, solo travelers, groups, food)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fyrsti hluti :  

Concept 1: Covid-19 effect on business  
Staða fyrir Covid//Situation before Covid  
 
Hvernig gekk fyrirtækinu fyrir Covid-19 ? //How were things going before Covid-19? 
 
 
Voru ákveðin þróunarverkefni í gangi áður en faraldurinn brast á? //What development 
projects were under way?  
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Hvar stóð fyrirtækið gagnvart sjálfbærni fyrir Covid-19? //What steps had been taken 
regarding sustainability before Covid-19?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Annar hluti : 
 
Breytingar í faraldri//Changes through Covid-19  
 
Hvernig hafði Covid-19 áhrif á þitt fyrirtæki ? //How has Covid-19 affected your business?  
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Hefur efnahagsleg staða breyst eftir að Covid-19 faraldurinn hófst? //How has your financial 
situation changed through Covid-19? 
 
 
Hver voru fyrstu viðbrögð við faraldrinum ?  //What has your strategic response been to 
Covid-19?  
 
 
Voru breytingar gerðar sem eru varanlegar þrátt fyrir að faraldrinum ljúki? // Did you make 
any changes to your business after Covid-19?  
 
 
Hvað kom á óvart eftir að faraldurinn hófst og eins og staðan er í dag ? //What came as a 
suprise?  
 
 
 
 
Concept 2: Sustainability pre-and-post Covid-19 
Skilgreining á sjálfbærni og staða fyrirtækis fyrir Covid-19 //Define sustainability and 
establish the pre-Covid-19 situation  
 

Mín skilgreining á Sjálfbærni er breytileg eftir um hvað er rætt. Í þessum spurningarlista er 

engin ein skilgreining sú eina rétt og ákveðinn hluti verkefnis er að sjá fjölbreytileikann á 

hvernig sjálfbærni kemur við í rekstri.  

 
Hinsvegar í ritgerðinni sjálfri er lagt áherslu á þrjár hliðar, efnahagur /umhverfis / 

samfélag // The definition I am using for sustainability is threefold, 

economic/environmental/social capital.  

 
Hvert var viðhorf þitt/ykkar á sjálfbærni fyrir Covid-19 ? hefur það breyst ?//What was your 

approach to sustainability before Covid-19? Has this changed?  

 

Hverjar voru horfurnar fyrir næstu mánuði ? // Where do you see yourself(company) in the 

next couple of months?  

 

Hvernig fannst þér staða Íslands fyrir Covid-19 þegar kemur að ferðamönnum? Var 

ferðamannafjöldinn komin yfir þolmörk okkar?  (Umhverfislega, efnahagslega, samfélagsins 

vegna ) // Do you think that Iceland had reached its capacity of tourists before COVID ? 
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Eru einhver sjálfbærnisatriði í ferðaþjónustu sem hafa bein áhrif á viðskipti þín ? // Are there 

any sustainability issues in tourism that affect your business directly?  

 
Hvers vegna fór þitt fyrirtæki að innleiða sjálfbærni í rekstrinum, ef sjálfbærni hefur ekki 

verið innleidd, hvers vegna ekki ?// What influenced your business decisions regarding 

sustainability? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Þriðji hluti  
 
Er faraldurinn eitthvað sem breytti horfum og gildum fyrirtæksins ? Eru atriði sem unnt væri 

að gera betur með umhverfi og sjálfbærni til hliðsjónar ? 
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 //Has Covid-19 changed your approach to sustainability issues? (specifically, regarding 

economic, environmental, social issues?) Is there anything regarding sustainability you are 

doing differently after the outbreak or plan to do differently in the future?  

 

Concept 3: Tourism Post Covid-19  
//generally, what will tourism be like?  
 

Hvernig helduru að ferðamannaiðnaðurinn muni líta út eftir faraldurinn ? //What do you 

think tourism will look like after the outbreak?  

 

Eftir nokkra mánuði ? (í ljósi aðstæðna núna (Delta afbrigði), þá er kanski ekki mikið að fara 

breytast, eða hvað heldur þú ? ) //After few months ? 

 

Eftir nokkur ár? //After few years?  

 
How will it look like in a year from now? How will it look like 2 years from now?  
 

//will tourism behavior change?  
 

Helduru að Covid-19 gefi okkur tækifæri til að bæta ferðamannaiðnaðinn ? Hér á Íslandi ? 

Um allan heim ? 

 // Do you think Covid-19 is an opportunity to improve tourism in Iceland? What about 

worldwide?  

 

 
Það hefur verið nefnt að núna sé okkar tækifæri að gera lífskilyrði betri um allan heim að að 

ferðaiðnaðurinn verði sjálfbærni, hvað finnst þér ? // Many think this is a moment to reflect 

on how to improve the world of tourism and make it more sustainable; what are your 

thoughts on that?  

 
 
 
 

Samantekt.  
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Sjálfbærni, umhverfisvænt... hvað þýðir þetta fyrir ykkur ?  
 
Er fyrirtækið í stakk búið að vera til langtíma? Er hægt að tryggja það í þessum iðnaði?  
(ferðamannaiðnaði) ?  
 
Er eitthvað sem þú villt bæta við ?? 
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